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ABSTRACT 

Two methods of injecting a 5 per cent solution of 

pentaohlorophenol into Douglas fir poles were developed, to 

improve the depth of penetration and to produce an oil-

free surface, through laboratory experiments, vihich used 

one and three foot long pole sections, and were evaluated 

by means of commercial scale tests. 

l}uring the experiments a theory of liquid flow through 

wood was evolved: that air is trapped within the treated 

wood and that the degree of compression of this trapped 

air controls the volume of oil that may be injected and its 

distribution. From this theory the general effects of time, 

temperature, pressure, retention, and other treating var

iables on penetration and the accumulation of an oil layer 

on the pole surface can be predicted. 

In both methods of treatment the wood is surrounded 

uith oil at Atmospheric pressure and the pressure is in

creased to 150 psi to force the oil into the wood. In 

the "oil-water" treatment, water was injected after the 

oil period, then the poles were steamed and a vacuum 

applied to vaporise the injected water. The laboratory 

experiments showed that the penetration was improved if the 

oil to water change was made at the oil treating pressure. 
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and If the vater period vas extended to 6 hours. Raising 

the water pressure inoreased the penetration, but lowering 

the pressure produced a less oily surface. In the "pres

sure reduction" treatment a hi^ initial oil pressure was 

slowly reduced to atmospheric, and the wood was then given 

a steaming and a vacuum cycle. This treatment pz>oduced 

deep penetrations with low oil retentions. 

To evaluate these exoerimentally developed treatments, 

five charges were treated in a commercial plant: one by 

the conventional method to act as a control; three by the 

oil-water method; and one by the pressure reduction method. 

The pressure reduction charge had a retention of about 5 

lb per cu ft of pole and the other retentions ranged from 

6 to 7 lb per cu ft of pole. The penetrations were greater 

in the non-inoised and incised areas of the oil-water 

charges than in the control, and greater in the incised but 

lower in the non-incised areas of the pressure reduction 

charge than in the control. All treatments produced oil-

free pole surfaces. The increase of penetration due to 

incising was much greater in the oil-water and pressure re

duction charges than in the control, and the pentaohloro-

phenol concentrations in the oil-water and the pressure 

reduction charges were higher in the incised areas than in 

the non-incised, while the reverse was true in the control. 

The oil-water treatment appears preferable to the 
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presaure reduction treatment, but, because the data from the 

latter on a oonmercial scale were insufficient, no valid 

comparison can be made. It is believed that the improvements 

resulting from the oil-water and pressure reduction treat

ments warrant their slight additional cost, but this cannot 

be definitely concluded until the service lives of the poles 

are known. 

Oontinued commercial scale testing of the oil-water 

and pressure reduction treatments on a semi-production basis 

is recommended. 
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INTRODUOTIOM 

Because preaeznratlTe treatment prolongs the servloe 

life of wood and allows the utilization of low grades and 

assorted speoles of wood, it has become a standard method 

of increasing the effeotive supply of this national resource. 

In this country, the wood preservation industry began 

to develop about the turn of the century, and by 19'^9 there 

were 262 plants treating 290 million cubic feet of wood and 

consuming 205 million gallons of oil preservatives each 

year. Railroad ties were the first objects of preservative 

treatment, but today poles represent about one third of the 

volume of all treated wood. 

In the past, electric power line poles were of western 

cedar which, due to its inherent resistance to decay, gave 

long service with little preservative treatment. As the 

supply of western cedar diminished, utility companies in 

the Chicago area started using Douglas fir which contains 

a deep band of easily decayed sapwood that must be penetrated 

by preservatives if the pole is to give long service. Con

sidering that it costs from $100 to $1,000 to replace an 

electric power line pole (althou^ the cost of the treated 

pole is only about $50) increasing its service life 10 to 

30 years by preservative treatment becomes an economic 

necessity. 



When, by present oommeroial pressure treatment, enou^ 

oil preserratlve Is Injected to penetrate the hand of sap-

wood in Douglas fir, some of the oil flows back onto the 

surface of the pole after treatment. A pole with a wet 

surface Is particularly objectionable to linemen and others 

coming In physical contact with It. However, If an oil-

free surface Is produced by Injecting less oil Into the 

pole, the resulting shallow sapwood penetration considerably 

shortens the expected life of the pole. 

Thus, the problem Is to deyelop a method of treatment 

that not only obtains deep sapwood penetration In Douglas 

fir poles, but also leaves the surface free of oil through

out the life of the pole. 
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REVIEW OP THE LITERATURE 

Background Inforaatlon 

The following background Information on the require

ments for proper treatment, the structure of wood, and the 

types of commercial treatment is given to prepare the 

reader for the discussions that follow. 

Requirements for proper treatment 

The requirements for properly treated wood are that 

the physical properties other than density should not he 

materially altered, that the treatment should keep wood 

destroying Insects and fungi inactive, and that the appear

ance and surface of the wood should not be objectionable. 

Usual treating conditions and materials injected into the 

wood do not appreciably change its electrical conductivity. 

To be active, the wood destroying fungi and insects 

must have proper temperature, sufficient moisture, suffi

cient air, and a food supply. When wood is in outdoor 

service there is little or no control over moisture, temper

ature, and air, and so the food supply, the wood Itself, 

must be poisoned. Injecting the wood with a preservative 

will accomplish this if a sufficient depth of penetration 



is obtained and a lethal concentration is retained. 

Of the two types of poisons or preserratiyes, the oil 

soluble preservatives (i.e., creosote or organic solids 

such as oil solutions of pentachlorophenol) are preferred 

for out-door service, because the water soluble presex^va-

tives tend to leach out of the wood. Kood treated with oil 

preservatives sometimes excretes oil or "bleeds," leaving 

an objectionable oily residue on the surface. 

Wood stxoioture 

The soft woods, or conifers, consist essentially of 

wood tracheids and wood rays. This is shown in Figure 1. 

The wood tracheids, arranged in definite radial rows, 

are hollow, axially elongated, imperforate cells of a 

square or rectangular cross section, about 100 times as 

long as they are wide. In woods such as southern yellow 

pine and Douglas fir the cells formed in the earlier part 

of the yearly growing season have thin walls and are Icnown 

as spring wood, while those grown later in the season have 

thick walls with relatively smaller cavities and are known 

as summer wood. 

Small openings between the wood tracheids, called 

bordered pit pairs, are circular permeable membranes with 

a thickened section in the middle, called a torus. The 

secondary cell walls overhang the membrane and torus so 
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Flgore !• UafinifJLad drawing of the struotiire of a softwood:» 
tty ond surfaoe; tangential sttrfaoei tv, radial 
surfaceJ tr, traoheldai wr, wood rayj fwr, fusiform 
wood rnyi vrd, vertical rosin chictj hrd, horlaontal 
resin duct} ap, aprin^ood} sa, sunsnsrsood} avp 
annual rling. 

^StaniB, A. J, Passage of liquids, vapors and dissolved materiala 
through softwoods, U.S. De]^. Agr. Bull 929« 1946. p. 3, 
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that, if the torus is displaced, it rests against the cell 

wall. This is called pit aspiration. It is reported that 

the aspirated pits aot as a valve and do not permit fluid 

flow. The bordered pit pairs occur mainly at the ends of the 

wood tracheids; they also occur on the sides of the cellst 

the greater percentage occurring on the radial side. 

Wood rays are ribbon->15Lke aggregations of relatively 

small oells extending radially in the wood. They oonsist 

mainly of parenohyma cells and have simple pits, devoid of 

a torus and cell wall overhang. The membranes of the 

simple pits have never been shown to contain perforations, 

and it is generally believed that the rays do not assist 

fluid flow. 

Resin ducts are long, narrow openings in the wood 

and when radial are called fusiform rays. They are sur

rounded by parenohyma cells; which, although they contain 

resinous matter, assist the flow of fluid. 

Sapwood, the outer part of the tree, is physiologically 

active. The inner part, heartwood, acts only mechanically. 

As the tree continues to grow, the new cells at the surface 

become sapv/ood and the oldest sapv/ood oells become heart-

wood. The sapwood in Douglas fir, while difficult to treat, 

is more easily treated than the heartwood, which is more 

resistant to decay. Due to the resin deposited within its 

oells, the heartwood is darker in color than the sapwood. 
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Types of conaaerolal treatment 

There are three general types of treatments In which 

pressures above atmospherio are used to force a liquid 

preservative into the wood. 

In the Lowry process the wood is placed in a cylinder, 

the preservative is introduced, and then the pressure is 

applied. After a sufficient amount of preservative ia ab« 

sorbed by the wood, the pressure is relieved, the liquid 

pumped out, and a vacuxua applied to recover some of the 

preservative. 

The two other high pressure treatments are similar 

to the Lowry treatment,! differing only in that the pressure 

ia applied to the wood before introducing the liquid. 

In the Hueplng, or empty-cell process, air pressure 

is applied to the wood before introduction of the pre

servative, and after the preservative is introduced, the 

pressure is increased. 

In the Bethell, or full-cell process, a vacuum is 

applied to the wood, then the preservative is pximped in, 

and the pressure on the preservative is raised. 

In addition to the vacuum applied after the pressure 

period, steaming of the wood and expansion baths (in v;hiah 

the wood is heated in oil at atmospherio pressure) are 

sometlmeo ueed not only to increase the liquid recovery 
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during the vaouum, but also to assist In oljtalnlng non-> 

bleeding wood. 

Factors Affecting Penetration and Retention 

Though the many factors that affect the penetrablon 

and retention, I.e., wood, perneablllty, fluid, pressure, 

and viscosity and temperature, are often Interrelated, they 

are beat discussed individually. 

Wood 

The effect of the wood on penetration and retention 

la a function of Its structure, moisture content, and the 

conditions Imposed upon It before treatment. 

Structure. The average fiber length of Douglas fir Is 

3.8 mm, but, due to overlapping, the effective length la 

about three foiu*tha of the average length. The average 

number of fibers In the radial and tangential direction la 

300 per cm, and their average radius (assuming they are 

olrciaar) la 15.2x10*"^ cm. The effective fractional cross 

section of pit membrane porea in the tangential direction 

Is 0.00052, and the pit membrane la eatlmated to be 10'^ 

cm thick (42). The pit membrane pore alze varlea with the 

direction, wood, and other factors, ranging from 10 to I08 

millimicrons (4o), with an average value of 28.2 milli

microns In the tangential and radial directions (42). 



Though the pit oienbrancs h&ve holea (3} they are not 

always effective for fluid flow, alnoe aopiration* may 

occur. Aspiration is not o&used by fluid pressure (26 )  

but appears to be a drying phenomenon, due either to the 

shrinkage of the wood or tho surface tension of the water 

in the pit. The degree of aspiration increases gradually 

as the wood dries, as long as the moisture content is above 

the fiber saturation point. It then increasos rapidly as 

the fiber saturation point is reached (3^). Below the 

fiber saturation point, the moisture content has no offect 

on aspiration, and resoaking does not relieve aspiration 

(3^). Tho proportion of unaspirated pits increases with 

wall thicknoss, average coxmts of five woods ranging from 

0.5 to 6.3 unaspirated pits per fiber in the spring wood 

and from 2 to 11 unaspirated in the summer wood (3'f). The 

structure, size, and degree of aspiration of the pita are 

the some from the pith to the outer heartwood (I3, 3^)* 

British grown Douglas fir showed an average of 92 

spring wood pits and eight summer wood pits per fiber. Of 

these, an average of 0.9 pits per fiber (one per cent of 

the total) were unaspirated in the spring wood, and 2.0 

pits per fiber (25 per cent of the total) were luiasplrated 

in the summer wood (3^). 

The pit closure in American Douglas fir summer vrood is 

, 
See page 4. 
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less extensive than that in the spring wood (18, 19» 30)• 

Mountain-type Douglas fir has a considerable ntimber of 

aspirated pits In the green summer wood, both heart and 

sapwood, unlike coast-type Douglas fir (18). The air dry 

mountain-type Douglas fir has a greater amount of aspira

tion In both spring and summer wood, and oven drying causes 

aspiration In both spring and summer wood (18). 

Moisture content. The moisture content, as was pointed 

out above, affects the degree of pit aspiration. The rate 

of longitudinal water flow throu^ green Jack pine is from 

four to five times that through the seasoned wood (26); 

and white spruce shows the same tendency (4^). The flow 

rate of bensene and nitrobensene is reported to decrease 

as the moisture content below the fiber saturation point 

increases (8). 

Erlckson and co-workers (13) found that seasoning did 

not affect the rate of longitudinal flow in Douglas fir. 

However, the size of samples used and method of seasoning 

did not represent that found in industry. His work tended 

to show how wood can be seasoned without causing pit aspira

tion, by slowly lowering the himldity while keeping the 

temperature constant. The treating Industry generally con

siders that the method of seasoning affects the ease of 

treatment. 

The moisture content and specific gravity affect the 

porosity of wood; the void (air) volume Increases as the 
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Doisture oontent deoreasea. Then more oil would he needed 

to obtain the same penetration if the void yoliune of the 

wood was inoreased, because the Tolume of each oavity would 

be greater. 

Pretreating oonditioning* In the most general method 

of pretreating wood, incising, knives are thrust into the 

wood malcing incisions up to three fourths of an inch deep. 

The knives are designed to split rather than out the wood, 

causing little reduction in its strength. This incising, 

generally used for the refractory woods, allows additional 

retentions and penetrations {Zk), In sawed Douglas fir 

beams, the non-incised portion absorbed 9-^ lb of creosote 

per cu ft of wood compared to the I3.60 lb retention in 

the incised portion. The increase in the depth of penetra

tion due to incising is not greater, and sometimes less, 

than the depth of the incisions. 

Steaming wood before the oil impregnation period is 

another pretreating condition which generally assists 

treatment. An alternative of this consists of preheating 

the v;ood in the treating oil at atmospheric pressure. Oil 

additives have been used to increase treatability, but are 

not generally accepted. 
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Permeability 

Permeability Is a function of the vood, moisture con

tent, direction of flow, pressure, fluid flowing, and time 

of flow. 

Direction of flow* Wood structure permits fluid flow 

more rapidly In a longitudinal direction (26, and end 

penetration on coast Douglas fir may be 15 to 22 tiroes the 

side penetration (31). 

Spring and simmer wood. Permeabilities of spring and 

siunmer wood differ. Ckinerally, summer wood Is more perme

able i2k, 36, 46), however, the sprlngwood In two types of 

southern pine (seasoned and unseasoned) (I3), redwood, yew, 

and tamarack (46) Is more permeable than the summer wood. 

Water soluble dye solution, forced Into red spruce sapwood, 

stained the spring wood more than the summer wood, whereas 

In the heartwood, the reverse was found (37)• The summer 

wood of loblolly pine absorbed 80 per cent more creosote 

than the spring wood (46), and the summer wood of freshly 

treated southern pine generally absorbed less creosote 

than the spring wood (9)* 

Time. Permeability data are ordinarily obtained from 

liquid flow through wood blocks saturated with the liquid 

and therefore do not represent the Impregnation process 

during actual treatment, where the boundary conditions vary 

and a decreasing amount of liquid enters the wood. Actually, 
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steady state flow does not ooow when liquid is forced 

through saturated blooka because the flow rate decreases 

with time (8). The flow rate was first thought to decrease 

to a constant value (lU^), hut later was shown to reduce 

almost logarithmically with time (1). Postulated causes of 

the decreasing flow rate are: swelling of the v/oody struc

ture, plugging of the pit membrane pores by particles, air 

in the wood, liquid which would tend to plug the pores by 

means of the liquid-air surface tension, and electrokinetic 

effects. Anderson and oo-workers (1) shovred that the above 

theories partially explained, but were not the primary 

reasons for the decreasing flow. He suggested that the wood 

fibers in the pit membrane move so as to produce a greater 

resistance to flow. The decreasing flow rate is magnified 

by increasing polarity of the liquid (8). 

Pressure. The steady state flow rate is dependent 

only on the pressure differential, not on the static pres

sure, and increases directly with or more rapidly than the 

pressure differential (6, ̂ 3). The non-linear flow rate in

creases with pressure were thou^t to be caused by the bulg

ing of the pit membranes (26), tbus increasing the pit membrane 

pore sise (10), which would appear to be true as steaming 

wood (which makes it more pliable) increases the flow rate 

(21). The above theory has been shown to be mathematically 

unsound, and an alternate theory proposed that lateral 
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laoTenent of the fibers Increases the area of the large 

capillaries at the expense of the smaller ones (1). 

Pits. The pit membrane pores are so small that they 

account for the major resistance to flow. The resistance 

of the cell walls to radial and tangential flow is con

sidered negligible and the type of flow has been shown to 

be laminar (15, 39» ^2). The Impact resistance of the 

pit membrane pores to the flowing liquid can be computed 

from Oouette*s modification of Polseullle's equation, and In 

the case of heartwood la negligible (41). 

The number of unasplrated pits and penetration Is 

Interrelated (18, 19); the pit aspiration Is not affected 

by the pressure (6). ivhlle the flow appears to occur within 

the trachelds (37), the rays may assist flow through local

ized zones of wood trachelds and from summer wood band to 

summer wood band (4). Hartman (20) found the susceptibility 

of wood to Impregnation to vary Inversely with the total 

cross sectional area of the resin duots per unit surface 

area, and the speed of penetration to vary directly with 

the average tracheld diameter. Bailey, Teesdale, and 

KacLean found little or no penetration Into wood rays or 

parenchyma cells. 

Two phase flow. The presence of gas In the wood re

duces the liquid flow rate (1, 12, 35), and water flows 

easily through wet vrood which resists gas flow at the same 
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pressure differential As the flow path lengthens, 

resistance to flow increases more than linearly. This is 

explained by the "Jamin's tube" effect, in which capillary 

alternate gas-liquid menisci transmit less pressure than 

they receive, due to the menisci adjustment (6). 

Fluid 

Erickson and co-workers (13) concluded from KacLean's 

work (28) that the fluid composition significantly affects 

fluid flow. Oils of the same viscosity have different flow 

rates (8, 17, 23). The flow rate of normal primary alcohols 

forced through a cellulose pulp membrane increases with the 

niunber of carbon atoms more than would be expected from a 

change in viscosity. Flow rates generally decrease as the 

liquid polarity increases (6, 8). 

The capillary penetration into wood blocks ia greatest 

with water, alcohol, diaxon, carbitol, ethylene glycol, 

diethylene glycol, propylene glycol, and glycerine, in 

decreasing order; the penetration rate increases as the 

viscosity decreases (25)* 

Pressure 

Three types of pressures or forces, capillary and sur

face tension, internal air pressure, and the external oil 

pressure, affect the flow of liquid. 
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Capillary and surface tension forces. Although various 

grades of creosote treat differently, no correlation has 

been shown between surface tension, Interfaolal tension, 

and the distilling range of creosote (16, I?}, nor has any 

relation between penetration qualities and Interfaol&l or 

surface tension been found (22). Surface tension Is ap

parently a function of the moisture content, because the 

pressure necessary to oreroome the surface tension of bentene 

In wood Increases as the moisture content of the vood In

creases (8). 

Initial air pressure. Initial air pressure c-ffocts 

creosote retention but not penetration (7, ̂ 5)* Teesdale 

found that maximum Initial absorption depends not only 

on the Initial air pressure, but also on the vood treated. 

ZnltleUL absorption Is greatest at 75 psi for hard maple, 

hemlock, and red oak, and with a vacuum for loblolly pine. 

He found that the initial pressure did not retard the rate 

of impregnation in oak and maple, while it did so in hem

lock. The net retention decreases as the Initial air 

pressure increases, and the use of vacuum may or may not, 

depending on the v/ood, materially Incroase tho recovery. 

Oil pressure. Increasing the pressure on the impreg

nating liquid increasea penetration and retention rates 

(27, 29, 30, 33), and large timbers withstand more pressure 

than smaller ones before collapsing (27). 
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The flow rate Incre&oes linearly or more than lin

early, depending on the wood, with increasing pressure 

differentials (6, 8, 26, 4^); and not as the square root 

of the pressure differential as theoretically determined 

hy Ravley (21). Anderson and co-workers (1) determined the 

relationship: 

R2/R1 - (P2/P1)" 

where R is the flow rate at the corresponding pressure dif

ferential P. The value of n remained fairly constant for 

non-reslnoua voods, but decreased for other v/oods when the 

pressure differential increased; an average value of n la 

2.0. 

Yiacosity and temperature 

Viacoflity la a function of temperature hut each 

Individually affects penetration and bleeding. 

Viacosity. Hawley (21) theoretically determined that 

the penetration, retention, and flow rate varied inversely 

with the square root of the absolute viscosity. HacLean 

(27, 28, 29) varied the viscoaity by blending oils, and 

concluded that viscosity was the primary factor affecting 

retention and penetration; but Srickson and. co-workers (I3) 

concluded from KacLean's I'ork that this was not necessarily 

tznie. 

Temperature. Increased temperatures of zinc ohlox'lde 

solutions (27, 30, 32, 33), creosote, and creosote-oil 
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solutlons (5# 28, 29» 30, 32, 33, 42) inoreaaed penetration 

and retention, even when the viooosity was held constant 

(28, 29» 33)» Th® flow rate of water increased with an 

increase in temperature more than can be predicted by the 

decrease in viscosity and the flow rate is permanently in

creased if the temperature is temporarily raised above 

160®F (26, 44). If the temperature rises above 260®F, the 

flow rate increases vith tine (6). 

Factors Affecting Bleeding 

Bleeding, a flow of oil from the wood interior to the 

surface, results in an objectionable layer of oil on the 

wood surface* The most: important factors causing bleeding 

are considered to be the type of oil used, the treating 

schedule, and the wood (2, 24, 33, 48, 50). 

Tenperaturo 

Heat is considered partially responsible for bleeding 

(24) as temperatures up to l68°F have been recorded on the 

hot side of a standing pole (11), and generally the hot 

side is from 12 to 24^F hotter than the shaded side (50). 

The bleeding on the hot side stops if the sun is obscured 

(49), and no bleeding has been observed on the shaded sides 

of poles. While bleeding is heaviest in the first year, it 

may appear periodically for several years thereafter (24). 
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011 

The bleeding of straight coal tar oreosotes is less 

objeotionable than mixtiires, and that of the lower boiling 

oreosotes less objeotionable than those with higher residues 

(24, 50)* This may be due to the relative rates of evapora

tion (9» 33)» for if the evaporation rate of oil is suf-

fioient, no oil will aoounmlate on the surface. The blood

ing of aromatic oils is less objeotionable than naphthenio 

or paraffinic oils of comparable viscosities, and above a 

critical viscosity of aromatic oils (over 200 3.U.S. at 

lOO^F) bleeding apparently does not occur (38). When 

vegetable phosphates are added to creosote the bleeding is 

reportedly reduced (48). 

Wood 

The more refractory the wood, the more severely it 

bleeds (24). Hunt and Oaz^att reason that since the summer 

wood oil concentration is higher than the spring wood 

concentration, wood high in siunmer wood would bleed more 

than that low in siunmer wood. 

Treating schedule 

Full cell treatments bled more than empty cell treat

ments, even when higher retentions were obtained in the 
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eopty oell treatments (50)* In southern pine poles minimum 

bleeding occurred with the Lowry treatment, with an oil 

temperature of 160®P (in contrast to 180 or 200®P), and 

with lower retentions (11). A steaming and vaouum cycle 

used before or after io^regnation reduced bleeding, and, 

if the vacuum period after the treatment was prolonged 

from 30 to 6o minutes, bleeding increased (11)* High re

tentions near the surface apparently increase bleeding (2^). 
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LABORATORX EXPERIMENTS 

This seotlon is divided into the plan of investigation, 

equipment, supplies, procedure, results, and discussion of 

results. 

Plan of Investigation 

At the time the experiments were commenced, very little 

reliable information was known upon which to formulate a 

theory of liquid flow throu^ wood, or othez<wise design 

experiments. As commercially conducted, wood presez*vation 

was an art rather than a science. The observations reported 

in the literature were often not in agreement, or not com

plete, or not applicable to the development of a theory of 

flow. Only the effect of a few treating conditions oould 

be predicted and these in only a very general way. 

Therefore, it was nooensary to base the design of the 

experiments on assumptions derived from an analysis of the 

most reliable information that could be obtained. Evalua

tion of the oxperimontal rooults formed the basis of new 

assumptions. During the experiments a oonorete theory of 

fluid flow through wood was developed and this theory was 

applied to the deuign of experiments whenever possible. 

However, it v/as impossible to determine the relative effect 
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Of final conditioning, v&ouxim, steaming;, and expansion bath, 

by means other than axperlraontatlon. 

Previous experiments had shovn that deep penetration 

and dry poles could not be obtained by the standard methods 

of treatiacnt without long stoaainij periods, which vere 

oonsldered detrimental to Douglas fir wood and prohibited 

by the standards of American v/ood-Preservers' Association.* 

Tlierefore, two alternate hypotheses vere possible, one that 

steady-state flow ooourred and the other than unsteady-state 

floK ooourred. From these asaumptions, two methods of 

treatnont vere developed. 

Oil-water treatments were based on the assumption that 

steady-state flow occurred. In this type of flow Injection 

of water after the oil would push the oil farther Into the 

polo and Increase the penetration. If the water was re

moved to leave a void space near the x^ood surface, then any 

oil moving towards the surface after Che treatment would 

fill the void volume rathor than flow onto and wet the 

aurface. 

Pressure reduction treatments were based on the un-

steady-state flov/ theory which predicts that penetration 

*This was true when the work was started, but recently 
the Association has considered an amendment to permit 
extension of tho steaming period for Douglas fir poles. It 
is probable that this action is due more to a desire to 
produce non-bleeding poles than a oonoideration of tho 
effects of steaming on the strength of the wood. 
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vlll be Inoreaeed and bleeding reduoed if a low treating 

pressure Is used. Use of a low treating pressure v.*lll re

quire imeoonomloally long tinea. So the ejcperlmenta wore 

based on the prlnoiplo that a hi^ Initial pressure is 

used to obtain, relatively quickly, the retention and then 

the pressure ia slovrly reduced ao as to end the treatmont 

with a low treating pressure. 

Sinoe the problem t/aa to develop treating aohedulea 

applicable to oomxaerclal use, all of bhe data needed for 

oonplote verification of the theory v^ere not obtained. 

Equipment 

The treating unit consiated of five major parte: 

1. Treating cylinder. This was made from a standard 

gauge 12 inch iron pipe 5 feet long and was placed vertical

ly. The bottom was closed with a 5/8 inch steel plate re

inforced with a 3 by 3 by 3/4 inch angle iron. A lid, 

placed at the top, was bolted to a flange. Both flange and 

lid were made from 5/8 inch thick steel plate and the lid 

was reinforced with a 3 by 3 by 3/4 inch angle iron. 

2. Standpipe. This was made from a standard gauge 

5 inch pipe 4 feet long, placed vertically with the top and 

bottom closed. A 4-foot long sight glass was used to measure 
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the liquid in the standpipe and was calibrated in pounds 

of oil. 

3. Punrp. A 3i gpra capacity, reTersible flow, solid 

displacement rotary ptuap with i inch ports was used. It 

was driven at 1725 rpm by a I/3 HP electric motor equipped 

with a reversing switch to permit pumping in either direc

tion. 

4-. Heat exchanger. This consisted of a j/6 inch stand' 

ard iron pipe through which the treating liquid flowed, sur

rounded by a 3A inch standard iron pipe and had a heated 

length of k feet. Steam, water, or a mixture of steam and 

water was introduced into the annular space between the two 

pipes to heat or cool the treating liquid. 

5. Rueping tank. This was made from a standard gauge 

12 inch iron pipe 7 fsot long and was placed vertically. 

The bottom and top were closed with 5/6 inch steel plates 

which were reinforced in a manner similar to the bottom and 

lid of the treating cylinder. 

The treating unit was designed for a maximum working 

pressure of 250 psi. The treating tank, Rueping tank, heat 

exchanger, and piping were covered with 85 per cent magnesia 

insulation. 

The temperature of the treating liquid was regulated by 

a solenoid valve on the steam line to the heat exchanger, 

the valve was controlled by a recording thermometer with the 
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sensitlre element In the treating cylinder. Pressure was 

developed by introducing compressed air into the top of the 

treating cylinder and was regulated by means of a manually 

controlled pressure reducing valve. Thermometers, pressure 

gauges, and steam and vacuum lines were also installed. 

A schematic drawing of the treating unit is shown in 

Figure 2a and Figure 2b is a photograph of the equipment. 

In operation the wood and oil were placed in the treating 

cylinder and half of the standpipe was filled with oil. The 

oil was pumped from the standpipe through the heat exchanger 

and into the bottom of the treating cylinder. The liquid 

flowed to the top of the cylinder and then overflowed bade 

into the standpipe; the oil was continuously circulated 

during the treatment. As a constant volume of oil was 

maintained in the treating cylinder, any liquid entering 

the wood resulted in a drop in level in the standpipe. 

Supplies 

The supplies consisted of Douglas fir wood and a treat

ing solution of five per cent by weight of pentaohlorophenol 

in a lig^t petroleum oil. 

Wood 

Both mountain-type and coast-type Douglas fir was used. 

At first 3-foot sections were out from unbored anchor logs 
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5 foot long; these sections (all ooast type Douglas fir) 

are designated "by numbers. Later 30-foot poles were out 

into 1- or 3-foot sections and designated by two sets of 

ntimbers separated by a hyphen; the first represents the pole 

numberi the aeoond tho mxnber of the section out from the 

pole. Pole No. ^ vas mountain-type Douglas fir and the 

remainder ooaot-type Douglas fir* 

All oeotlons were air dried, contained veil developed 

seasoning checks, and had a alninnua number of large knots. 

Except for a few cases, the sections were selected with 

sap-wood depths greater than li inches. 

Oil preservative 

The preservative used was a five per cent by weight 

solution of pentachlorophenol in an aromatic petroleum 

cracking oil which had the following specifications: 

specific gravity 26^ A.P.I., aniline point 115, viscosity 

35-^ Saybolt at 100®P, boiling range W5-700®p, The 

pentachlorophenol solution was supplied by the Franklin 

Park plant of the Joalyn Manufacturing and Supply Company. 

Procedure 

The throe phases in the e^qierlraental procedure wore: 

the preparation of the v/ood samples; operation of the 

trefctlng equipment; and collootlon of data. 
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Preparation of wood 

The pole aeotlons were ooated on eaoh end to prevent 

end penetration. The coating (the procedure is given in 

Appendix A)t when properly applied, limited the end pene

tration to about 1 inch. Any large knots present in the 

sections were ooated with Tygon paint to retard oil flow* 

Operation of treating unit 

In all treatments the oil was introduced into the 

treating cylinder at atmospheric pressure. About 15 to 

30 minutes were required after the pole was surrounded by 

oil to bolt on the lid and regulate the oil temperature to 

the desired value. The pressure was increased from atmos

pheric to the maximum pressure (usually 150 psi) in less 

than 2 minutes. 

In the oil-water treatments about i hour was required 

to remove the oil and replace it with water. The Rueping 

tank was used when the water was introduced under pressure. 

About 10 minutes were required to vent the cylinder 

of air and bring the steam pressure up to 10 psi, and about 

2 minutes were required to rea(& a vacuum of 22 inches of 

mercury. 

Oolleotion of data 

Data on the physical properties of the pole sections, 
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oil retention, penetration, oil distribution, and bleeding 

were obtained. 

Pole. The average diameter and sapwood depth at eaoh 

end of the seotlon, the length, and weight of the section 

after coating the ends were measured, and the moisture 

content was determined by oven drying at 105^0 for 24 hr. 

A sharp sapwood-heartwood line was obtained by painting the 

cross seotlon with water glass. 

Retention. The gross oil retention was determined 

from the sight glass readings and the net retention from 

the weight gain of the seotlon. When the water In the 

oil-water treatment was Introduced at pressures above 

atmospheric, the net oil retention was assumed equal to 

the gross retention, and the net water retention was assumed 

to be the difference between the gross oil retention and 

the total weight gain of the section. Vfhen the water was 

Introduced at atmospheric pressure, the section was welded 

between the oil and water parts of the treatment and the 

net water retention was calculated from the weight gain 

after the oil Impregnation. 

Penetration. The penetration v;ac recorded as the 

average of the penetration In from four to six Increment-

borer cores, taken In the center of the section and away 

from checks and knots. The depth of two types of penetra

tion were measured as: complete type, the distance from 
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the flurfaoe to the inside edge of the last oonsecutive 

growth ring in whioh both the spring and summer wood show 

visual signs of oil; ring type, the distance from the 

surface to the inside edge of the last oonsecutive summer 

wood ring which shows visual signs of oil. The depth of 

penetration was deterained by splitting the borer core 

with the grain and inspecting the split surface. Du Font 

Oil Soluble Red Dye was sprayed on the split surface 

(except sections 51 through 86} and the dye turned from a 

brown to a red color wherever there was oil. 

Oil and water distribution. The oil and water dis

tributions were determined by extracting the treated wood 

with benzene in a Soxhlet extractor equipped with a Dean-

Stark water trap between the condenser and extraction tube. 

To obtain the samples, cuts were made about i inch apart 

in the treated wood with a circular saw and the segment re

moved with a chisel. The flat segment was immediately cut 

into i-inch increments, measured from the surface, the 

samples weighed (about 25 grams of sample were collected), 

and placed in the extraction apparatus and extracted for 

about six hours. After extraction they were dried in an 

oven and then reweighed. The weight of the oil was found 

by subtracting the weight of the water collected in the 

Dean-Stark trap during extraction from the total v/elght 

loss of the wood. (The resin content was found to be less 
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than the analytical error.) The oil concentration was 

then calculated as pounds per cubic foot of wood, based 

on the wood density before treatment. 

Bleeding. The surface of a treated section was con

sidered to be dry of oil when the palm of a hand, firmly 

rubbed across the surface, removed only dry coloring mat

ter; otherwise the section was considered wet. At times 

it was questionable whether the surface was dry or wet and 

these surfaces were classed as slightly wet. When the 

bleeding tendency of a section was to be observed it was 

kept in a building for four months, or until dry, and then 

placed vertically in a test plot on the west side of a 

sloping hill so that it would get the full effect of the 

afternoon sun. The bleeding characteristics were de

termined either by recording the number of days required 

to dry or the condition of the surface one day after treat

ment. 

Results 

The results are divided into the oil-water and pres

sure reduction treatments. The seotlons were treated by 

the Lowry method (introduction of the oil into the treating 

cylinder at atmospheric pressure) and an oil temperature 

of 150®F was used. 
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Oll-vater treatment 

The stages In the Investigation consisted of: (l) the 

original treatments to determine the merit of the procedure 

(Table 1); (2) the effect of the oil to water ratio (Table 

1); (3) taxe effect of lowering the water pressure (Table 1); 

(4) the introduction of water at hi^ pressure (Table 1); 

(5) the development of a treating schedule applicable to 

commercial plants (Table 2). Oil and water distributions 

in the treated wood, as determined by extraction, are given 

in Figure 3 and in Appendix 0, Table 13. 

Pressure reduction treatment 

The treating conditions and results of treatment are 

given in Table 3, and the oil and water distributions in 

the sections are shown in Figure k and in Appendix 0, 

Table 14. 

Discussion of Results 

The results of the laboratory experiments are divided 

into the oil-water treatment, pressure reduction treatment, 

bleeding, and a discussion of the unsteady-state flow theory 

developed during the experiments. 
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Table 1. Conditions and results of odQ^^ter treatme 

Pr«8ervaM.TOt 5 per cent pentaehlorophenol solution Pole sectiona 
Treating eonditicmsi initial air pressure atmospherio^ remainder c 
oil temperature water introduced at Wo^ ^ 
atmospheric pressure unless othei^se noted 10 1/8 in. 

t>ressure period,, hoar dil retention, 
oil, water Steam Vacuum lb per cn ft 

Seetion 150 150 50 at hr at hr at Steam gross neE 
ntiirfiAt. psi psi 230*^ 22" Hg hr at pole sapwood pole sapwc 

1. Original treatments 

51 4.25 1.53 — 100 — — 0.25 175 9.9 14.5 — 

52 ' 1.44 3.00 — 90 — — 6.00 230 6.3 13.6 — 

54 3.67 3.74 ~ 90 — 1.75 250 13.0 21.3 12.8 21. 
57 248 2.28 ~ 130 — 1.10 0.75 230 9.0 15.6 — 

65 4.02 2.00 ~ 90 — 1.00 0.33 250 7.6 24.0 •— — 

2. Oil to water ratio 

96 2.95 1.60 — 100 2.00 __ 8.0 13.0 __ 

97 2.50 3.00 — 100 — 3.00 5.4 7.7 — — 

98 3.95 1.75 — 100 — — 2.U 250 5.1 7.9 — — 

99 2.68 2.67 — 100 •— — 6.61 260 9.7 lA.l — — 

3. Reduction of water pressure 
101 2.33 2.65 2.68 200 — 0.75 260 4.8 12.2 — — 

124 5.93 0.50 5.50 200 0.17 10.0 16.5 9.1 15. 
123 3.85 0.50 1.50 200 0.25 0.50 8.9 14.8 8.5 14. 
126 2.01 0.50 3.50 200 0.25 0.50 8.2 12.3 5.7 8. 
120 4.22 0.50 5.75 200 0.25 0.50 8.2 12.0 ». — 

125 4.06 0.50 6.50 200 0.25 0.50 — — 8.6 16.5 8.6 16. 
4. Introduction of water at high pressure 

k- 1 1.18 none 4.1 9. 
4-12 1.20 none — — 8.2 17.0 6.1 12. 
4-2 2.80 none — — — — 7.0 15.3 6.3 13. 

4- 3 2.90 2.03 — 
6.8 

8.4 17. 
4-16 1.27 2.05 — 6.8 14.2 4.3 9. 
4-» 6 1.50 6.14 — 200 — •— — 6.2 12.2 — — 

4- 9 2.30 2.07® — 6.3 10»7 6.3 10. 
4-18 1.96 4.008 _ 200 — 5.8 11.8 5.8 n.i 
4-4 0.50 6.16® - 200 — — 5.8 12.0 5.8 12.1 
4-20 1.66 0.50® 3.50 200 — — — 6.6 U.O 6.6 14.' 
4- 7 1.29 0.50® 5.50 200 — — — 6.8 12.7 6.8 12.' 

a- dross water retention 
b- Negative water retention, indicating sous oil lost during water phase of treatme: 
c- Water introduced at 150 psi 
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18 and reatilts of oU^^ter treatments, research i^se 

solution Pole sections t p(Ae 4 nountalxv-type Dou^s fir, 
itmospheiio, remainder coast-type 

Wood data< 9 to 1? per cent moisture, 6 1/8 to 
id 10 1/^ in. diaMter 

dil retention. net water 
retention, 
lb per on ft Itean 

• at 

lb per cn ft 
gross net" 

Penetration, 
inches 

pole sapirood pole sapwood pols sapwood complete ring 

Sapwood Days 
depth, to 
inclMS drgr 

.25 175 9.9 34.5 1 - MM 1 3/8 11>^2 
•r 
1 1/2 105 

,00 230 6.3 13.6 
» 

7/8 7/8 1 
1/2 

0 
75 250 13.0 21.3 12.8 21.0 2.7 4.4 1 lA 11/2 1 1/2 8 
.75 230 9.0 15.6 -i- 1 3/8 13/8 1 3/8 16 
.33 250 7.6 24.0 —• — — 5/8 5/8 5/8 40 

8.0 13.0 - • 1.6» 2.6® 1 1/4 13/8 1 3/8 30 
5.4 7.7 2.1® 2.9« 1 

1/4 
1 5/8 1 5/8 25 

250 5.1 7.9 0.8® 1.2® 3/4 3/4 1 3/8 0 
.61 260 9.7 14.1 — — 9.6® 13.9® 1 

3/4 
1 1 1/2 0 

.75 260 4.8 12.2 — 1/2 1/2 3/4 0 
10.0 16.5 9.1 15.0 0.6 0.9 1 1/8 1 3/8 1 3/8 30 
8.9 14.8 8.5 14.0 b 1 1/4 1 3/^8 1 3/8 30 

— 8.2 12.3 5.7 8.6 0.3 0.5 5/8 7/8 1 5/8 0 
8.2 12.0 1 

5/8 
1 3/8 1 5/^8 0 

— — 8.6 16.5 T,6 16.5 0.1 0.2 1 3/8 1 3/8 1 3/8 30 

mmm 4.1 9.0 none none 1/4 1/2 1 1/4 
— 8.2 17.0 6.1 12.7 none none 3/8 5/8 1 3/8 
— — 7.0 15.3 6.3 13.6 none none 5/8 1 1/4 1 1/4 mm 

8.4 17.5 1.1 2.2 1 lA 1 1/4 1 lA _ 
mm. •• 6.8 14.2 4.3 9.1 1.0 2.0 3/8 5/8 1 3/8 — 

— — 6.2 12.2 — — — — 1/2 1 1/4 1 1/4 
6.3 10^7 6.3 10.7 0.5 0.9 1/4 3/4 1 1/2 _ 
5.8 11.8 5.8 11.8 1.8 3.7 5/8 1 3/8 1 3/8 — 

— 5.8 12.0 5.8 12.0 3.4 7.1 5/Q 1 lA 1 lA -

6.6 14.0 6.6 14.0 b 3/8 1 1/8 1 3/^8 mm 

— 6.8 12.7 6.8 12.7 0.8 1.4 1/4 1 1/4 1 1/4 -

lost during water phase of treatment or some of original water lost during treatment 
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Table 2* Conditioui and rasults of olJi^ater treatm 

Pre—^atiyat 5 por oent pentaoblorc^anOl aolution Pole 
Treating eon^tlooat Initial air pressure atnospherie rem 
oil t«D^rature water introdaeed at miniBBun Wo^ 
oil tea^rature 10 

Net oil 
Duration, hour, of pressure period at pal steam 7ao«a retention, 

Seotioo oil waiwp hr at hr at lb per cu 
nuaber 150 120 90 150 90 50 25 15 0 240^ 22" Hg pole sapwood 

5. Developnent of ooansroial schedules 

4-21 1.05 0.95* 0,525 3.20 5.2 10.9 
32^ 1.04® 1.00* IJ^OP 0.50 d 4.44 — — 0.50 0.50 9.3 19.9 

32-2 0.S4 f 0.50 5.50 6.6 14.2 
32-3 1.22 f 1.16 — 1.0a 2.90 1.05 — — — 6.6 14.5 

30-5 1.60 0.50 5.50 5.1 12.0 
30^ 6.80 0.50 0.50 0.50 5.50 — — 5.e 11.2 
30-2 2.40 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50* 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 6.2 11.8 
30-3 1.30 0.50 0.50 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 6.2 13.2 
30^ 0.50 g 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 7.1 18.2 
30J^ — 2.40 — 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 — — 5.1 12.1 

35-1 6.00 0.50 0.50 0.50 __ 5.50 Mi 0.50 6.7 11.1 
35-5 5.02 0.50 0.50 0.50 5.50 0.50 0.50 2.4 4.8 
35-4 16.10 0.50 0.50 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 7.4 16.6 
35-6 16.26 0.50 0.50 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.50 9.2 17.9 
35-2 1.00 h 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 — 0.50 5.1 8.8 

100 pal 
b- 50 psl 
e- Pressure reduced froa 150 to 120 psl 
d- Pressure held at 100 psl for 0.55 he, then at 70 psl for 0.51 hr 
e- Negative water retentlcn« dLndieatlng some oil lost during water phase of treati 

treatment 
f- Pressure reduced to keep retention constant^ rrtnirnnm pressure 90 psl 
g- Pressure reihioed from 150 to 90 psl, 15 psl every 0.50 hr 
b- Presstire reduced from 150 to 90 psif 15 psl every 1.00 hr 
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<m8 and reanlta of oU^ater treataBnts^ developsBnt phase 

1 eolation Pole eeetlonat pole 4 moantaln-tjrpe Douglas fir, 
atBOspherlo reniolnder ooast-type 
at Wood data: 10 to 18 per cent aolature, 8 3/8 to 

"Tol^in. dlazDster 

Net oil Ret water Surface, 
it pal Steam Vaeuaa retention, retention, penetration, Sapwood % vet one 

hr at hr at lb per eu H lb per cu ft Inohes depth, day after 
15 0 22" Hg pole sapirood pole sapwood oooplete ring Inohes treatnnxt 

5.2 10.9 5.1 2.5 1/2 1 3/8 1 3/8 100 wet 
— 0.50 0.50 9.3 19.9 e 1 3/8 1 1/2 1 1/2 100 s. wet 

- - WW 6.6 U.2 2.2 4.6 1 
1/4 

1 1/8 1 1/2 100 wet 
1.05 — — 6.6 14.5 e 1 1/4 1 1/2 1 V2 100 s. wet 

II 5.1 12.0 1.7 4.1 7/8 1 
3A 

1 V8 100 wet _ 5.8 11.2 1.2 2.2 5/8 3A 1 3A 100 wet 
1.00 1.00 . 6.2 11.8 • 1 1/8 1 lA 1 3/8 60 wet 
1.00 1.00 6.2 13.2 1.0 2.1 3/4 7/8 1 1/4 50 wet 
1.00 1.00 7.1 18.2 a 1 

3/4 
1 
7/8 

1 1/8 90 wet 
1.00 1.00 — — 5.1 12.1 0.5 1.3 5/8 7/8 1 1/8 100 wet 

- MM 0.50 6.7 11.1 0.7 1.1 3/4 1 
3/4 

1 1/2 25 wet 
0.50 0.50 2.4 4.8 0.4 0.8 1/2 3/4 1 lA 0 wet 

1.00 1.00 0.50 7.4 16.6 3.1 5.6 7/8 1 lA 1 1/2 5 s. wet 
1.00 1.00 0.50 0.50 9.2 17.9 e 1 1/4 1 lA 1 1/^2 50 8. wet 
1.00 1.00 — 0.50 5.1 8.8 0.3 0.5 5/8 7/8 1 1/2 0 wet 

at 70 psl for 0«51 hr 
LI lost during water phase of treataent or some of original water lost during 

, nrtnlnmm pressure 90 psl 
every 0*50 hr 
erery 1.00 hr 
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Table 3. Caadltioos and results of pressure reduction treatments 
PreeemitiTet 5 por cent pentaefalorophenol solution 
Treating eondi^on; initial air pressure atmos-
pheric, oil t«^rature lyfit 

Pole sec^onst pole 4 oountain^ype Douglas fir^ 
renainder cbai^tTpe 

Wood data: 9 to 18 per cent moisture, to 
10 in. ̂ aaeter 

Pressure period let oil • 

Section 
mifflber 

Rr at 
150 psi 

Bedueed 
pressure 
p^ per hr 

Total 
tiae^ 
hours 

retention^ 
lb per cu tt 
Pols Sapsood 

Penetration, 
inches 

Complete ring 

Sapwood 
depth, 
inches 

Surface 
condition 

93 0.25 15 0.25 2.50 4.2 5.8 1/2 3/4 2 20 days to dry 
86 0.50 15 0.50 5.30 9.5 1 3/4 1 3/4 1 3/4 35 days to dry 
95 0.75 15 0.75 8.00 6.6 9.2 2 2 2 30 days to dry 
94 1.00 15 1.00 11.02 6.6 9.5 1 3/4 1 7/8 1 7/8 30 days to dry 

4-17 OJtO 10 0.25 4.00 4.8 9.9 1/2 3/4 1 3/8 
4_ 8 0.50 10 0.50 7.50 6.7 11.9 1/4 11/4 13/8 
4- 5 IJH a 7.18 5.3 1/2 1 1/8 1 1/8 —— 

35- 3^ 1.00 15 0.75 7.75 3.9 6.8 1/2 3/4 11/2 0% vet 
35- r* 1.00 15 1.00 10.00 6.2 12.9 1 1/8 11/2 1 1/2 50SS s. vet 

a- Pressure reduced to keep retention constant 

b- GdTen final conditionixig of; 0.50 far steaming at TkJCPf fdUowed 0.50 far vacuum at 22 in. Hg 
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Oil-vater treatmenta 

The five etagea of the oil-water experiments are die-

ouased in ohronologioal order. 

Original treatments. The five pole aeotiona original

ly treated to determine the effeot of injecting water after 

oil gave results whicfli indicated that further work along 

thia line would he profitable. 

Effeot of oil to water ratio. The steady-state flow 

principle upon which the oil-water treatmento were baaed 

would predict that the amount of injected water would affect 

the penetration and bleeding tendency; however, the oil 

to water ratio had no appreciable effect on the penetration 

and bleeding tendency. The oil and water diatributionBf 

determined shortly after treatment, indicated that the 

water flowed arotmd the oil, rather than pushed it ahead. 

The aurfacea of pole aections 98 and ware visually 

affected by the excessive ateaming conditions. 

Reduction of water preaaure. Thia series was run to 

determine the effect of water preasure and temperature on 

bleeding. The bleeding tendency was reduced by decreasing 

the water preaaure from 150 to 50 pai and raising the 

temperature from 150 to 200®P during the treatment. Under 

theae conditions, plus a short steaming and vacuum cyole, 

dry sections were produced with a retention of 12 lb of 

oil per ou ft of sapwood. 
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Introduotlon of water at hiph presaure. The depth 

of penetration was Increased when the oil to water change 

was made at 150 pal (the treating pressure of the oil) and 

when the duration of the water period was extended. The 

penetrations obtained by the oil-water treatment were great

er than If the water treatment was not glren. While the 

penetration of pole No. 4, mountain-type Douglas fir, 

appeared shallow for the retentions, a very high oil con

centration was needed to visually detect the oil, as shown 

in Table 

Development of commercial treatments* The commercial 

plant, at which the oil-water treatment was to be tested, 

was limited to a maximum oil to water change pressure of 

90 pel. In order to reduce the time of treatment an oil 

treating pressure of 150 psi was used and the pressure re

duced to 90 psi. The most advantageous procedure was to 

reduce the oil pressure 30 psi every 30 minutes after the 

desired retention was obtained. Of two methods of reduc

ing the water pressure, a gradual reduction from 90 to 0 

psi in 6 hours produced drier sections than if the pressure 

was raised for the first 0.5 hour to 150 psi and then re

duced to 50 psi and maintained for 5*5 hours. The latter 

method appeared to give better penetration. A short steam

ing and vacuum cycle after the v/ater phase decreased the 

bleeding tendency. 



Table 4* Average oil concentrations at the lisit of ring and eooplete type 
penetration in mountain type Douglas fir sai«oodA 

Average oil coacentratioa, 
at depth of penetration 

Pole 
no. Coo;)lete 

Standard 
deviation Ring 

Standard 
deviation 

Kumber of 
pole sections 

Surface of 
pole sections 

3 12.5 1.5 11 1.5 4 not incised 

4 37 11 22 7 14 not incised 

n 14 4 8 b 6 not incised 

3A 16 c 11 c 2 1 section incised 

8 U 4 7 4 5 not incised 

8 17 4 10 6 4 incised 

a- The average oil c<»u:entratioa vas found by extracting \ inch incrraents of wood cut from a 
segment of treated vood and plotting the per cent by vei^it oil concentration in each in-
creoBBt vs the average depth of the increaent. The average depth of penetratim nas 
calculated fjram the depths measured in fjroia four to eight increment borer cores and the 
oil concentration at this depth was read from the oil distribution curve. All pole sections 
i»re treated by surrounding the wood with oil at atoosi^eric pressure before applying 
pressure. The pole sections were treated by the oil^ater and pressure reduction methods 
as well as oil iiiQjregnation with and without steaming and vacuum and the results are the 
averages of the various xaethods. 

b- Too many pole sections bad 100 per cent ring type penetration to calculate standard deviation. 
c- Too few pole sections to calculate standard deviation. 
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Preaaure reduction treatmenta 

The pressure reduction treatnents, based on the un

steady-state flow principle, gave deep penetrations viith 

li^t oil retentions. The data indicate that a satis

factory retention oan be obtained in ooaat-type Douglas fir 

if the pressure is reduced 15 psi every hour. This treat

ment reduced the bleeding tendency. 

The rate of oil retention tended to remain the same, 

aa the preaaure was reduced» as if the pressure were kept 

at 150 psi, until a pressure of 50 psi was approached. 

This tendency was greater as the time between preaaure re

ductions decreaaed, that ia, as the total treating time 

was reduced. The rate of retention in all sectiona ap

proached aero at 50 pal and, with further reduction in 

preaaure, most sections expelled oil. 

Zt ia more difficult to obtain a deaired retention 

by a syatematic reduction in px^eaaure, but a aecond ̂method, 

treating to the desired retention and then reducing the 

pressure so as to keep the retention constant, while pro

ducing deep penetrations, is probably not as applicable to 

commercial production as the first. 

The pressure reduction treatment produces deep pene

trations and reduces the tendency to bleed. However, a 

steaming and vacuum cycle is necessary to assure a minimum 

amount of bleeding. 
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Bleeding 

Bleeding Is cauaed by & presoure differential forcing 

oil to tho surface of the wood. Tvo types of bleeding can 

ooour: "residual," caueed by the air preosure left in 

the \.-ood after treatiaent; and "aolar," caused by a riao in 

the surface temperature of tho wood. If the wood ourfaoe 

iR not free of oil after treatment, and all the oil does 

not readily evaporate, an objectionable oily uurface vill 

result; however, this is seldom tho case in conuaerclal 

treatment and it can hardly be considered bleeding. 

Reaidual bleeding. Residual bleeding usually oomaences 

a day after treatment and the oily uux*face may oontinue for 

several days or a musber of months. The weiglit loss (a 

measure of residual bleeding) of sections treated at 150 

psi and 150°F (oil introduced at atmospheric pressure), 

and given no water injection or any other final conditioning, 

variod as the 0.45 power of time and directly as the oil 

retention based on the treated volume; below & retontion 

of 6 lb per cu ft of treated wood no vrei^t loss or bleed

ing ooourred. 

In the experiments only residual bleeding was con

sidered (althougpi solar bleeding i^as determined) as this 

gave a z>apid, and, it is believed, an accurate indication 

of bleeding tendency. No residual bleeding tendencies of 

pole No. k were determined as the experiments were made to 
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doteralne the effect of treating conditions on penetration 

and no attempt was made to produce dry poles. 

golar bleeding* Because solar bleeding Is dependent 

on the surface temperature, it may occur for several years. 

VAille poles which shov great residual bleeding tendencies 

are more apt to solar bleed, non->re8ldual bleeding poles 

may solar bleed. 

The only sections treated by the oll-vater end pressure 

reduction treatments which shoved signs of solar bleeding 

were the oll-v;ater treated sections 5^i 57> And 6$, 3eo^ 

tions 5^ And 57 had a heavy streaked coating of material 

which was not tacky but indicated that solar bleeding may 

have occurred. Section 65 was tacky in streaks. All 

sections were dry, however, after one year in the pole 

test plot. 

While no experiments have been made to determine the 

effect of the v;ood and treating conditions on solar bleed-

ing, it appears that, once residual bleeding has ceased, 

the physical properties of the vrood have more of an effect 

on solar bleeding than the treating conditions or the re

tention. 

Unsteady-state flow 

The effect of treating conditions on the penetration 

and the bleeding tendency can be predicted if the type of 
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liquid flov in wood is known. The flov is either steady-

state, when the mass of liquid entering a small volume of 

wood is equal to the mass leaving, or unateady-etate, when 

the mass entering is not equal to that leaving, that is, 

there is an increase or depletion of liquid in the small 

volume of wood. 

Proof of unateady-atate flov. If steady-state flow 

occurred in the nonnal impregnation of wood it would mani

fest itself with a moving boundary* The conditions for 

steady-state flow and its effect on the results of treat

ment can he determined from the known equations. If these 

conditions and results are contrary to those observed, then 

steady-state flow cannot exist and, therefore, unsteady-

state flow is proved. The conditions necessary for, and 

predictions resulting from, steady-state flow can be com

pared with the experimental observations with regard to 

time, oil distribution, and Internal wood pressure. 

Time. If steady-state flow with a moving boundary 

occurred, then the retention would vary approximately as 

the square root of the time, provided that the temperature 

and pressure remained constant. (If impregnation was Into 

an infinite plane then the retention would vary as the 

square root of time; in the case of a lO-inch diameter 

pole, the retention due to radial flow is calculated to vary 

as the 0.^2 power of time, within the range of retention 
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normally obt&lned In the treating industry.) The labora

tory experiments showed that the rate of the retention in 

the pole seotions ranged from the 0*29 to 0.54 power of 

time and averaged O.38. The hig^ value of 0.54 is probably 

due to an inaoouraoy in measuring the rate of retention, 

rather than the aotual rate of retention being greater than 

the square root of time. Some of the seotions were highly 

oheoked, which would cause a decrease in the power of time; 

HacLean's data (33)> obtained by impregnation of sawed 

timbers, which had no checks, showed that the retention 

varied as the 0.35 power of time. The steady-state flow 

theory is not comp&liible with these observations. 

Oil distribution. If steady-state flow occurred, the 

last liquid to enter the wood would be concentrated in the 

outer layers and, from a consideration of pore sizes in 

the wood, the liquid distribution would take the shape of 

a concave upwards parabolic curve. Because they were made 

a day after treatment, the extraction data of the oil-

water treatments az>e not a completely accurate indication 

of the distribution immediately after treatment; however, 

they show that the increase in water is fairly evenly 

distributed in the treated portion of the wood and the dis

tribution line of the increase in moisture content is con

cave downward, which is contrary to the steady-state flow 

predictions. 
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The steady-state flow theory would not require a uni

form oil distribution if the effective flow ooourred through 

a number of radial tubes, each with a different flov re-

sistanoe. \Aiile the oil ooncentration in each tube would 

be the same, the overall effeot would be that of a decreas

ing oil gradient, high at the surface and lowest at the 

depth of penetration; the retention would still vaz7 as 

the square root of time. 

Internal wood pressure. If steady-state flow ooourred 

and each cavity were completely filled with liquid, then 

the treating pressure would have no effect on the average 

oil retention per cubio foot of treated wood, which is 

contrazT^ to the observations. Therefore, to have steady-

state flow each cavity must be only partially filled with 

liquid, and the fraction of the void volume filled with 

liquid must be constant at any one point (but not neces

sarily the same as every other point) for the entire pres

sure period after the liquid has entered the section. Dur

ing the pressure period the pressure within the wood at a 

given point will increase. To keep the volume of air the 

same (and, therefore, the fraction of the cavity filled 

with oil constant), additional air would have to be intro

duced into the cavity. There is no source from which this 

additional air could oome other than other cavities under 

high pressure. Aa a result, the fraction of the cavities 
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fllled vlth oil vould increase and unsteady-state flow oon-

dltlona would prerail. 

The eteady-state tlovf theory, is not corapatible vith 

the observations and therefore unsteady-state flow exists 

in Douglas fir. 

Predicted effect of treatlm; conditions. The offeet 

of treating conditions on bleeding and penetration in 

Douglas fir can be estimated from the unsteady-atate flow 

principle. For purposes of visualization only, assume that 

flow occurs through a number of radial tubes, and that at 

right angles to these tubes are a number of cavities, only 

open to the adjacent tube. Further, assume that the cross 

sectional area of the radial tubes is negligible and the 

volume of the cavities represents the void volume of the 

wood. In such a system all the air would be trapped in 

the cavities and none pushed ahead of the entering liquid. 

Before discussing the effect of treating conditions 

on penetration and bleeding, the interrelationship between 

retention, penetration, and average oil concentration should 

be understood. The average oil concentration is defined 

as the fractional part of the average void volume of the 

treated part of the wood filled with oil. Therefore, for 

a given retention, a reduction in the average oil concentra

tion will inorease the penetration; if the average 
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oll oonoentratlon remains oonstant, an Increase In total 

retention will Increase the penetration. 

The effect of treating conditions can now be more 

easily visualised. 

Pressure. Table 5 shows the effect of the Initial 

air pressure and the final pressure In a cavity on the oil 

concentration (fraction of the void volume filled with oil). 

The oil oonoentratlon Is decreased by a reduction In final 

pressure or an Increase In Initial pressure. Since the 

final pressure Is determined in part by the Impregnation 

pressure, a reduction In the Impregnation pressure will re

duce the oil concentration. 

Aftex> treatment the compressed air In the cavities 

will expand to push the oil both towards the pole surface 

and the pole center, and the hl^er the pressure of this 

compressed air, the greater will be the "oreepage** or In

crease In penetration after treatment. VAille lower treating 

pressures would produce deeper penetrations Immediately 

after treatment, within certain presaure ranges an Increase 

In pressure might produce sufficient creepage to give a 

deeper penetration sometime after treatment. Because 

creepage Is dependent on the high Internal pressure near 

the*wood surface, any reduction of this presaure by steamlngt 

vacuiun, or expansion bath, will reduce the creepage tendency. 

Bleeding Is caused by the same Internal pressure caus-
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Table 5* Relationship of pressures to oaleolated 
oil concentration in a cavity 

Calculateda oil conoentraticnb nhen the initial gas 
pressure (in absoiute atmospheres) la 

pressure 
(atmosi^eres) 

0.5 
(15 in. Rg vacuun) 

1.0 
(atfflospherie) 

3.0 
(29 psig) 

5.0 
(59 psig) 

1 0.50 0.00 

2 0.75 0.50 

3 0.83 0.67 0.00 

4 0.88 0.75 0.25 

5 0.90 0.80 0.40 0.00 

6 0.92 0.83 0.50 0.17 

7 0.93 0.86 0.57 0.29 

8 o,m 0.88 0.62 0.38 

9 0.94 0.89 0.67 0.44 

10 0.95 0.90 0.70 0.50 

a- Calo\>lated frooi the following equationt 

C = (Pj . 

nhere C is the calculated oil concentration 
Pj, is the initial pressure^ in atnospheres 
?2 is the final pressure, in atmospheres 

b- Fraction of void volume filled idth oil 
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Ing oreep&ge and therefore a reduction of treating pressure, 

a reduction of initial air pressure, or application of 

steaming, vacuum, or expansion bath reduce*! the bleeding 

tendency. 

The high internal wood pressure can increase the pene

tration if the treating pressure is reduced so that most 

of the air expansion in the cavities is utilised to force 

the oil farther into the wood. One way to do this is to 

reduce the pressure so that the intention remains constant; 

another is to reduce the pressure so that oil continues to 

enter the pole, but very slowly, until a low pressure, 

such as 50 psi, has been reached. 

Temperature. The rate of retention is partially 

depondont on the oil viscosity. Tlie viscosity will decrease 

with an increase in temperature and therefore the rate of 

retention will increase; this, however, should not affect 

the oil distribution. However, because of the moisture 

content of wood, an increase in temperature will result in 

an increase in the internal vapor pressure, and, conseo.uent-

ly, a lower oil concentration# Below 150®P its effects 

should be negligible, but at temperatures above 150®F its 

effects should be noticeable. As the wood cools after 

treatment, the steam pressure decreases and the bleeding 

tendency resulting from the Hueping-type of treatment should 

not occur. 
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Preheatlng or steaininR the poles before treatment 

will produce thla effeot. An expansion bath or steaoing 

after treatment will also generate additional Internal 

pressure vlth beneficial results. 

Retention* For a given retention, thp penetration 

is a linear function of the average oil concentration. but 

the relationship between retention and penetration is mora 

complex. During the first part of the impregnation procese, 

when the depth of penetration Is very slight, a steep pres

sure gmdlent will occur and this gradient will decrease as 

the retention, and therefore the penetration, continues to 

increase. Since the majority of oil flow into a cavity 

occurs when the cavity is under low pressure, say up to 5 

atmospheres, only a little of the oil that enters the wood 

will enter the cavities under hij^ pressure (those near the 

surface) and most of it will continue farther Into the v/ood 

to fill the cavities at lower pressure* Therefore, an in

crease in retention of 2 lb of oil per cu ft of pole will 

produco a larger increase in penetration between an 8 and 

10 lb than between a 2 and lb retention. An increase in 

retention resolves into an incroaso mainly in the interior 

of the uood and not in the outer layers. 

Limitations of theory. To further the illustration 

of the unsteady-state flow theory, an extreme case, in which 

all the air was trapped in the cavities, was used. While 
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theoretically either steady-st&te or unste&dy-state flovf 

oooura, the effective result vlll be sonewhere between the 

two. As less air is trapped in the cavities and more pushed 

aliead of the oil, steady-state flow vlll be approaciied and 

the effect of pressure, temperature, and retention on the 

average oil concentration will decrease. Wliile the perme

ability of the wood la no criterion for Judging the type 

of flov;, it is probable that the more permeable i/ood will 

tend more towards ateady-state flow. Therefore pressure 

would be expected to have leaa effect on the oil concentra

tion In southern pine than in Douglas fir. 

The type of flow will be affected by the treating con

ditions, and will approach ateady-state flow as the Im

pregnation preasure approached the Internal pressure, or as 

the amount of compreaslble gas in the wood la reduced. 

Tlien ateady-state flov; would be approached at low treating 

pressures and when a preliminary vacuiun Is used. 
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GOKKERGIAL SCALE £XP£RIMSNT3 

In the laboratory, the oll-vater and pressure reduc

tion treatments shoved promise of Increasing the penetra

tion and reducing the bleeding tendency so their effective

ness vas tested on a coameroial scale. 

The Utilities Research Oommission of Chicago arranged 

for the Joslyn Hanufacturing and Supply Company to treat 

five charges of coast-type Douglas fir poles at its plant 

in Franklin Park, Illinois. After treatment the poles 

vere placed near Joliet, Illinois, in a pover line belong

ing to the Public Service Company of Northern Illinois. 

The discussion of these commercial scale treatments 

includes the plan of investigation, equipment, supplies, 

collection of data, treating schedules, results, compari

son of results, and discussion of results. 

Plan of Investigation 

Of the experimental charges planned, three vere to be 

oil-vater treatments and one, a pressure reduction treat

ment. A conventional charge, treated in accordance vith 

the company's standard practice, vould act as a "control." 

Tv/o schedules of reducing the water pressure during the 

oil-vater treatments vere planned. One oil-water charge 
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waa to reoelTe a net retention of 8 lb of oil per ou ft 

of pole, while the other three chargea and the control were 

to receive a net retention of 6 lb of oil per ou ft of pole. 

Since thia program waa deaigned to indicate the effect 

of water preaaure on penetration and the effect of the ex

perimental methoda of treatment on penetration and bleed

ing, the duration of the treating achedulea and the ateam-

ing perioda waa probably longer than neceaaary. However, 

due to unforaeen conditiona, the program could not be 

carried out aa planned. 

Detailed obaervationa of the polea before and after 

treatment which allow evaluation of the experimental treat-

menta through compariaon of the penetration and bleeding 

tendenciea are, with their correlationa, diacuaaed in a 

later aection. 

Equipment 

Standard oommeroial equipment waa uaed in theae treat

ment a. Aa in the normal practice of the plant, the treat

ing oil flowed from a Rueping tank into the cylinder filled 

v/ith wood. Additional oil waa then pumped in from a email 

meaauring tank to develop preaaure, and the reduction of 

oil in the meaauring tank ahowed the amount of oil injected 

during the preaaure period. 

During the oil-water treatmenta the oil v;aa atored in 
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the tank farm, and the water, In the Rueplng tank. After 

the oil period, compressed air was introduced to blow the 

oil (including that in the measuring tank) back into the 

supply tank. Then the cylinder and the measuring tank were 

filled with water which was, on completion of the water 

period, returned to the Rueplng tarOc. 

The accuracy of the> oil and water readings in the meas

uring tank was approximately plus or minus 75 pounds, and 

that of the oil in the storage tank was approximately plus 

or minus 150 pounds. 

Supplies 

Only the poles and the treating oil are included in 

thin discussion* 

Wood 

The poles were coast-type Douglas fir and, excepting 

one from the plant stock, all had been delivered at the 

plant within a month of the treatments and were semi-air 

dry. Each of the 16^ poles was machine shaved, and a 

6-foot section of the butt end, from 2 feet below the 

ground lino to k feet above it, was incised. The poles vmre 

also roofed, gained, and bored before treatment, and they 

showed considerable variation in degree of checking, number 

and size of knots, growth rir^s per inch in the sapwood, 
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and eapvood depth. In size they ranged from a 30-foot class 

7 to a 50-foot class 1. 

The average moisture content of the first oharge, meas

ured by refluxlng cores removed from the sapwood with 

toluene, was 26.8 per cent on a d]*y wood basis, and I7 per 

cent by an electric moisture meter using 5/32 inch prongs. 

The discrepancy in moisture contents is due to the dif

ferences in sampling depths. The moisture contents of the 

other charges, as measured by the meter, vrere approximately 

the same. 

Oil preservative 

The oil preservative was the same as that used in the 

laboratory experiments; the average pentachlorophenol con

tent vas 5*06 per cent by weight. 

Oollection of Data 

Data were collected on the poles and pentachlorophenol 

assays were made. 

Pole 

Before treatment the olroiunferenoe and the heartwood 

diameter at the butt and top of each pole were measured, 

and the poles were weighed. Their moisture contents were 

measured by an electric moisture meter. For identification, 
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a numbered tag was placed above the brand line and on the 

top of each pole. 

After treatment the poles were rewel^ed and the pene«> 

tratlon measured In three cores removed from the Incised 

groundllne and In four cores from an unlnolsed area near 

the bx^nd, hereafter called the midpoint. 

Pentachloroijhenol analysis 

Two cores front each pole, one from the Incised ground

llne and one from the non-lnolsed area directly below the 

brand, were used for the pentaohlorophenol analyses. To 

facilitate analysis all groundllne cores from a charge 

were placed in groups of about five each and sectioned Into 

the first quarter-Inch, the second quarter-Inch, the second 

half-Inch, and the third half-Inch. The untreated part of 

the core was removed and only the penetrated wood or the 

sapwood, whichever was less, was analyzed. The midpoint 

cores, In exactly the same groupings as the groundllne 

cores, were sectioned by the same procedure. 

The company's standard lime Ignition method of penta

ohlorophenol analysis, described In Appendix B, was used 

on the first four charges, and the fifth charge cores were 

analyzed by the Dow Chemical Company. 

Mr. Noel Klttell, of the Joslyn Manufacturing and 

Supply Company, measured the penetrations of the first 
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oharge under the author's obserratlon, and Mr. Howard Eddy, 

Inspector for the Public Service Company of Northern 

Illinois, measured the penetrations of the four experimental 

charges. 

Treating Schedulos 

Although It was originally Intended to use treating 

schedules developed In the laboratory experiments, the high 

moisture content of the poles made It advisable to modify 

those schedules by the Inclusion of a 2-hour heating period 

prior to the application of pressure. A flash steaming 

was also Incorporated, after the final vacuum, to assure 

that the poles would be free of oil film upon removal from 

the cylinder. Since the laboratory work v/lth the pressure 

reduction treatment primarily concerned increasing penetra

tions rather than eliminating bleeding, the 30 minute steam

ing schedule was dropped in favor of the treating company's 

standard steaming schedule of 2.5 hours. 

The first of the five charges was treated according 

to the company's standard practice, to act as a control. 

The second, third, and fourth charges received oil-water 

treatments, and the fifth received a pressure reduction 

treatment. Due to the newness of the treatment and certain 

malfunctions of the equipment, the schedules for the oil-

water treatments could not be met. In tho first oil-water 
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treatnent, Charge 2 ,  the dlsorepanoy was so great that 

the author eleoted to treat Charge 4, which v/as originally 

Intended to be an 8 pound treatment, by the schedule of 

Charge 2. With the removal of the 8 pound treating schedule, 

all treatments were then Intended to retain approximately 

6 lb of oil per cu ft of pole. 

The poles reached the desired retention more quickly 

than anticipated and while this did not naterlally affect 

the treating schedules of the water charges (excepting the 

estimated duration of the 150 pel pressure periods), it 

did achieve higher retentions than expected. However, it 

necessitated decreasing the schedule rate of pressure re

duction by about one third in tlie pressure reduction treat

ment, Charge 5* The desired and the actual treating sched

ules ore given in Table 6. 

Results 

Although the penetration can be easily calculated 

from its depth in the groundline and midpoint cores, the 

average computed value of the retention is dependent upon 

the method of calculation. The volume of the wood can be 

computed from tables prepared by the Office of Price 

Stabilisation or calculated from the dimensions of the 

poles. The weight of the retained oil can be estimated 

from the gauge readings of the oil tanks or by the weight 



TABU 6, IMslnd and tetual trtsUnc conditions of fir* eharg** of partlalljr air 
•MMnad eoM^tjp* T)«u«l«s fir polas with $ p«re«nt solatloa of p«nt*-
chloroph<nol« 

Chart* BO. 1 2 3 b 5 
Daa.̂  Act.' Daa. Act. Daa. Aot. Daa. Aot. Daa. Aot. 

Pill cgrllndar with oil, hr. 0.2$ 0.25 0.25 It.50 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

Hot bath (15&-160 P), hr. 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.C0 

Praaaora Parlod V V 
Tiaa to tlazlBiai praaa., hr< . 1.00 1.00 0.25 0.15 0.25 0.80° 0.2$ o.lio' 0.2$ 0.30 
aaxiaua praaaora. pal 125 125 ISO ISO ISO 150 ISO ISO ISO UtOv 
duration at aax. praaa., hr.2.00 2.00 3.00 0.15. 3.00 2.30 3.C0 1.30 1.00 0.05 
duration at 120 pal, hr. —IM. 0.50 o.so? 0.50 o.so o.so o.so B h 
duration at 90 pal, hr. — — 0.50 o.so*" 0.50 o.so o.so o.so 

Raplaea oil idth 90 pal air, hr.- — o.so 2.50® 0.25 0.85 0.50 0.70 — — 

Raplaea air with 200 P watar, ( hr.- 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.2$ 
Duration at 1$0 pal, hr. •— o.so o.as — — wfl.so o.so — 
Duration at 90 pal, hr. _ — 2.00 2.00" ___ a— — 
Duration at 50 pal, hr. 5.S0 S.50 1.00 1.00 s.so s.so* •— •— 

Dturatlon at 2$ pal, hr. 1.00 1.00 — 
Duration at 15 pal, hr* —• 1.00 l.OO —• — 

, Duration at 0 pal, hr. — —- — 1.00 1.00 — — — — 

Raaov* water ttm ĉ Uodar, hr. -
« 

0.25 o.as o.as o.a? o.as o.as — — 

StaM 
To ashaaat air, hr. nona aoM o.so 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 O.SO 
To 2ltO P, hr. 2.50 2«$0 o.so o.» o.so o.so o.so 0.50 2.50 2.00 
At 2liO P, hr. 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 o.so 0.50 0.50 0.50 O.SO 

Taeuiaa, at 22* Hi aialaua, hr.0.75̂  0.60  ̂ o.so 0.25 0.50 o.is o.so 0.30 O.so 0.20 

Plaah ataaa (l/b hour aftar 0.2S 0.25 0.25 0.2S 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.2S 
air la axhauatad), hr. 

Total duraUoa, houraJ 10.2$ 10.00 1S.$0 20.2$ 1$.$0 15.7$ 15.50 15.25 15.75 12.00 

•> Da*. - daalNd traatlag aehaduloi aot. - aotual traatlag aehadila 
b- Praaaura eould not ba aatntatnad do* to •alfoaotloa of tha pav 
0- Praaaora flnotoatad batwaan 75 and 90 pal. 
d- rallora of ataaa and coBpraaiad alrt praaaura fall to 70 pal. 
»• ATarai* praamra vaa 6o pal. 
f- Doa to MalfoiMtlan of puap onlx ̂  P*1 oould ba aalntalnad. 

Praaaura raduotlon of 1$ pal avarx how 
b- Praaaura radaoUoa jppregtlaataljr 15 pal avarjr 20 alAtttaa 
1- Tba vaouuB parlod oaaa loBadlataly aftar tha oil parlod and bafora tha ataaalng. 
 ̂Total tlaa of traataant, not tha aim of tha dnratlona Uatad In tha tabla. 
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galns of the poles. Tho average retention equals either 

the total weight of retained oil (as estimated above) 

divided by the total volume of the poles» or the average 

of the Individual retentions. (See Table ?•) 

Table 7 shows the gross oil Injeotlon In the pressure 

period, the net oil absorption, and the gross water In

jection. All are based on the gauge readings and the 

calculated volume. (Gauge reading retentions are all 

based on the total oil divided by the total volume.) 

The physical properties of each pole and Its penetra

tion and retention are In Appendix D, and the average re

tentions and penetrations for each of the charges are In 

Table 8. (Average retentions In Table 8 are the average 

of t]\c Individual pole retentions, and the latter are ob

tained by dividing the weight gain of the pole by Its 

volume or surface area.) 

Of the 16^ poles treated only no. 99 was wet and only 

In spots v/hlch dried within several days. Weather condi

tions at the time of treatment Impair the drawing of valid 

coRcXuslona regarding the cleanliness of the treatments on 

the basis of one wet pole. The cleanliness of the treat

ment cannot be judged by the slight sludge deposits on the 

oil-water treated poles either, since the sludging resulted 

more from the newness of the treatment than from Its In

herent characteristics. (This deposit Is expected to wash 

off In the first heavy rain.) 



Table ?• Retentionsj, by several n^thoda of calculations 

Charge nuiidMr 
1 3 4 5 

Vduoe, eu ft 
O.P.S. tables 
calculated 

a9.i 
615.8 

643.9 
647.8 

798.9 
806.0 

692.8 
686.2 

590.9 
608.3 

Oa, lb 
gauge readings 
nt gain of pdes 

3,920 
3,863 

5,582 
4,092 

4,927 
4,929 

5,005 
5,0831 

6,030 
2,880 

Final oil retention, 
lb per cu ft pole 
gauge & O.P.S. volume 
lit gain & calc. volume 
gauge & calc. volume 
av. individual pdes^ 

6.34 
6.26 
6.36 
6.44 

8,67 
6.31 
8.61 
7.22 

6.17 
6.11 
6.11 
5.88 

7.23 
7.40 
7.30 
7.66 

10.21 
4.73 
9.91 
4.82 

Oil retention, 
lb per cu ft pole° 
heating period^ 
pressure period<l 
loss during vacuumP 

0.00 
9.30 
2.94 

0.78 
7.83 
0.00 

0.00 
6.37 
0.26 

0.23 
7.07 
0.00 

3.26 
6.65 
0.00 

Gross water retention, 
lb per cu ft pde^ 26.80 e 1.72 

a- Weight gain and calculated volume. See Table 8 
b> Gauge readings and calculated volume 
c- Actual absorptiMi is tinknoNn« but is the amount listed plus an 

unknown quantity "Y". Likewise the actual loss during vacuum is 
unknown, but is the amount listed plus "Y**. 

d- Only that oil which entered the wood during the pressure period 
e- Could not be measured for this charge but probably amounted to 

only several pounds per cubic foot of pols 



Table 8. Average retentions and penetrations 

Retenticm, _ . _ 
Average* av. lb wt oeyb Av. midpoint penetration" Av. groundUne penetration'^ 

Charge noisture, cu ft sq ft inches % of sap.^ inches % of sap. 
naiii>er % pols sap. surface ccaap. ring sap. CQO .̂ ring cce^. ring sap. C^I^. ring 

1 

$ 

17 6JtU 12.37 
1.38 3.45 
21.4 27.9 

1.30 
0.28 
21.5 

0.92 1.17 1.43 64 82 1.08 1.26 1.42 76 89 

2 
s 
V 

19 7.22 13.87 
3.12 4.64 

43.2 33.6 

IJ!^ 
0.S4 
36.6 

o.eo 1.13 1.28 62 88 0.98 1.26 1.28 77 98 

3 
s 
V 

20 5.88 12.39 
2.19 4.20 
37.2 33.9 

1.23 
0.50 

40.7 

0.81 l.Ol 1.14 71 89 1.02 1.15 1.16 88 99 

4 
s 
V 

19 7.66 13.49 
1.83 3.72 
23.9 27.6 

1J^0 
0J^3 
30.9 

0.97 1.13 1.18 84 96 1.12 1.24 1.25 90 99 

5 
s 
V 

IB 4.82 9.74 
1.38 2.90 
36.3 29.8 

0.98 
0.34 
34.4 

0.62 0.99 1.23 50 83L 0.84 1.16 1.37 61 85 

a- 37 electric ooisture meter with 5A6 inch prongs 
b- Average of individual pole retentions 
o- Average of average depth of penetration in individual poles 
d- Division of average penetration by average sapmood depth and ooltiplytng by 100 
e- Standard deviation, lb per cu ft or lb per sq ft 
f« Coefficient of variation, per cent 
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Of all the poles treated only one, no. Ikk, did not 

meet the speolfloations of the Public Service Company of 

Northern Illinois. It had a very low retention, 1.56 11) of 

oil per ou ft of pole, and reaiiltant poor penetration. The 

variation in retention in a charge allows suoh a low reten

tion to occur with the probability that it results not from 

treating conditions but from abnormalities of the wood. 

The average pentaohlorophenol content of each charge 

is shown in Table 9t &nd the average contents of each group 

of about five poles are in Appendix E. 

Oomparison of Results 

The object of treatment is to impregnate a pole with 

a quantity and depth of preservative sufficient to assure 

it a long, clean-surfaced life. At present, the life span 

of a pole cannot be accurately estimated from either the 

retention or distribution of the preservative, but they 

present a means of estimating the quality of treatment even 

thou^ no uniform, industry-wide agreement on their min-

imums exists. 

On the assumption that the control charge truly repre

sents the conventional hi^ pressure method of treatment, 

the experimental oil-water and pressure reduction treatments 

are compared with it, thougjh with respect for the limita

tions involved. 
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Table 9* Concentrations of drjr pentaehloroj^enol 

Lb^ of dry pentaohlorophenol per eu ft 
Charge of sample^ occurring In the «onee<* 
nufldber O-i" L-li* 

Incised groundline 

1 (cmtrol) 1.117 0.986 0.667 • 0.434 

2 (olL-water) 1.132 0.968 0.641 0.531 

3 (QLl-water) 1.249 0.956 0.654 0.436 

4 (oil-water) 1.199 1.C46 0.702 0.502 

average 2, 3, 4 1.193 0.990 0.666 0J»90 

5 (pressure reduction) 1«095 0.882 0.399 0.175 

Non-incised midpoint 

1 (control) 1.204 0.980 0.552 0J^52 

2 (oil-water) 1.103 0.873 0.585 OU>57 

3 (oil-water) 1.280 0.822 0.538 0.399 

4 (oil-water) 1.220 0.994 0.612 OJ,59 

average 2, 3« 4 1.201 0.896 0.578 0JV3d 

5 (pressure reduction) 0.982 0.576 0.233 0.115 

a- Weighted average« calculated bj dividing total pounds of dry 
pentaohlorophenol in tone by total volume of wood in sone 
analyzed 

b- No untreated sapnood nor any heartifood was analysed 

c- Measured from surface of poles inward 
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Oil-water treatments 

The oil-water treatments, Charges 2, 3, and if, are 

compared, for penetration, retention, and pentaohlorophenol 

distribution, with the control charge. 

Penetration* Ring type penetration is used in the 

comparisons because of its industry-wide acceptance. 

Visually detected oil is assumed to contain a lethal con

centration of pentaohlorophenol. Because the control's 

average depth of penetration was equal to or greater than 

the average sapwood depths of the oil-water treated poles, 

three methods of comparison are used: the per cent of 

poles not meeting certain specifications; the average per 

cent of sapwood depth penetrated in poles grouped hy sap-

wood depth; the estimated depth of penetration if the ex

perimental charges and the control had the same average 

sapwood depths. 

The five specifications and the number and per cent 

of poles in each charge that did not meet them, at the non-

incised midpoint and the incised groundline, are listed in 

Table 10. At the groundline about the same percentage of 

poles from the control and the oil-water charges doed not 

meet specifications A, B, and 0; and a larger percentage 

of the control does not meet specifications D and E. At 

the midpoint a smaller percentage of the control charge 
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Table 10* Kuober of poles not tmeting p^etratlon specifications 

Nanber and per cent of poles in charge 
Charge B C D E 
nuidier no* % no. % nol jT* nol ^ nol J 

Incised groundline 

1 (oontr<^) 0 0 1 3 5 15 7 21 21 63 
2 (oil-«ater) 0 0 3 10 5 17 4 14 9 31 
3 (oil-nater) 0 0 2 5 3 8 4 11 6 16 
4 (oil-nater) 1 2 1 2 4 10 7 17 8 20 
av. 2, 3, 4 _ 1 _ 6 12 — 14 • 23 

5 (pressure reduction) 0 0 1 4 4 17 6 25 16 67 

Non-incised midpoint 

1 (control) 0 0 3 9 7 21 15 45 23 70 
2 (oil-water) 1 3 3 10 6 21 7 24 15 52 
3 (oil»nater) 1 3 9 24 U 38 U 38 17 46 
4 (oU-nater) 0 0 2 5 10 24 9 22 16 39 
av. 2, 3, 4 — 3 13 28 «•» 27 <. 44 

5 (pressure reduction) 1 4 3 12 12 50 11 46 18 75 

a- A- Rot leas than 1/2 inob penetration 
B- Not leas than 3A unless 100 per cent of sapwood is penetrated 
Co Hot leas than 1 inch tmless 100 per cent of sapnood is penetrated 
D- Not less than 3/4 inch unless 100 Mr cent of sapnood is penetrated 

and 65 per cent of sapwood over 3A up to a maxlinnin of 1 5/8 
inch 

E- Not less than 100 per cent penetration of sapnood 
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does not meet specifications A, B, and 0; "but a larger 

percentage does not meet specifications D and B. So few 

poles do not meet specifications A and B that the group's 

relative size would he greatly changed hy the addition or 

exclusion of one pole. Therefore, except for the Charge 3 

poles not meeting specification B at the mldpoiiit, the per*> 

centage of poles not meeting specifications A and B gives 

no basis for comparison. 

The average per cent of groimdline and midpoint sap«> 

wood penetrated in poles grouped by sapwood depth is shown 

in Figure 5 and Table 11, and the per cent of each grouping 

showing complete sapwood penetration is listed in Table 11. 

Some penetrations are greater than 100 per oent as calculated 

by dividing the depth of penetration by sapwood depth and 

multiplying the result by 100. The average per oent of 

groundline sapwood treated in the oil-water Charges, group

ing them as one charge, is equal to or greater than that 

in the control. The inclusion of sapwood depth groups 

above 1 3A inches is not warjTanted because they represent 

so few poles. Sach oil-water charge has a higher per oent 

of poles with complete groundline sapwood penetration in 

each group, and a higher average per cent of sapwood 

penetration. 

The average per cent of midpoint sapwood penetrated 

in the oil-water charges, collectively, Is greater in each 
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Table 11. Penetrations, in poles grouped b/ sapifood depths 

Sapwood depth lAadts measured frcn the surface Inward, inches 

Charge 
nunber 

1/2 to 3/4 3/4 to 1 1 to 1 1/4 1 1/4 to 1 1/2 1 1/2 to 1 3/4 Charge 
nunber A« B c A B C A B C A B c A B C 

Incised groundline 

1 (control) 0 3 83 33 5 94 40 11 95- 55 10 89 30 
2 (oiL-4Tater) 0 — — 8 98 62 6 102 83 7 71 5 106 80 
3 (oll-trater) 5 106 100 8 99 75 6 96 83 10 103^ 100 10 98 83 
4 (oil-4fater) 2 120. 100 2 100 100 13 98 77 16 101 88 7 98 86 

av» Zf 3> 4 — 110® 100 _ 99 79 - 98 84 •w 101 86 101 83 
5 (pressure reduction) 1 100 100 2 96 50 6 91 33 5 95 80 5 91 0 

Hoo-incised nddpclnt 

1 (control) 0 •s 3 88 33 4 90 75 U 88 36 10 84 20 
2 (oil-water) 1 100 100 4 89 50 8 105 75 8 84 25 6 82 33 
3 (oilorater) 1 82 0 9 88 67 14 78 36 10 96 70 3 97 67 
4 (oil-4iater) 2 131 100 4 100 75 16 92 61 12 95 50 7 93 57 
av, 2, 3, 4 mm 106 100 92 6i» - 92 62 .. • 92 48 • 91 42 

5 (pressure reduction) 0 •• 4 82 25 10 81 30 6 80 17 2 62 0 

a- A- Nunber of poles in group 
B- Average i>er cent of ring type sapvood penetration 

Per cent of poles in group vLth ICO per cent sapnood penetration 

b-> While average is 113 per cent, due to small nuaber of pdes an average value of 110 per cent is 
used 
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aapwood group than in the contz*ol. In all hut one sap-

wood depth group, a higher average percentage of the oil-

water treatments resulted in complete sapvrood penetration 

than of the control. But, oomparing each oil-water diax*ge 

with the control, only Charge 4 had a higher per cent of 

aapwood penetration in each group. On the whole, the oil-

water treatments obtained only a little more midpoint 

penetration than the control. 

Calculatione of the midpoint and groundline penetra

tions of the oil-water charges to what would be obtained 

if they included the aame percentage of polea with aapwood 

limits aa the control are liated in Table 12. Polea having 

leaa than j/k inch aapwood depth or 1 j/k inchea or more 

were neglected because auch penetrationa did not occur in 

enou^ chargea to promote accurate compariaona. Further

more, the average aapwood depth of a group waa aaaiuaed to 

fall half-way between ita limita (that ia, within limits 

of 1 to li inches the aaauned average aapwood depth is 

1 1/6 inches). The penetrations and average sapwood depths 

of the control charge were calculated for the poles, 28 at 

midpoint and 29 at groundline, that fell within the 3/4 

to 1 3/4 inches limit. The average penetration was cal

culated for each experimental charge, assuming each to have 

the same percentage of poles in the sapwood depth groups 

as the control had. This renders the average groundline 

sapwood depths of the control and experimental chargea 
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Table 12. Pemtratlons and sapifood depths^ bgr calculation 

Nomber of Calculated depth^ 
Charge poles In Inches % sapnood Increase^* 
nuober charge saiqile penetration sapwood penetration inches 

Incised groundline 

l*'(control) 33 29 1.216 1.323 91.9 0.077 

1 (control) 33 29 1.251 1.365 91.6 0.059 

2 (oil-water) 29 26 1.396 1.365 102.3 0.215 

3 (oil-water) 37 30 1.361 1.365 99.7 0.055 

4 (oil-water) 41 38 1.355 1.365 99.3 0.059 

5 (pressure 
reduction) 

24 18 1.268 1.365 92.9 0.264 

Non-incised midpoint 

l^(oontr61) 33 28 1.139 1.319 86.4 

1 (control) 33 28 1.192 1.374 86.8 

2 (oil-water) 29 26 1.181 1.374 86.0 

3 (oilp-water) 37 36 1.306 1.374 95.0 

4 (oil-water) 41 39 1.296 1.374 94.2 

5 (pressure 
reduction) 

24 22 1.004 1.374 73.0 

a- Increase in penetration in incised groundline over that in nmv-
incised midpoint 

b- Actual arlthnetical average penetration and sapwood depths for 
sas^e 
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equal, and also equalizes the average midpoint sapvood. 

depths. Because poles containing deep sapvood were ex

cluded, the average penetrations and sapwood depths of the 

control charge are generally lower in the extrapolations 

than in the total charge, and the reverse is true of the 

oil-water treatments. The average depth of extrapolated 

groundline penetration in each oil-water cliarge is greater 

than in the control; and. the same is true, except for 

Charge 2, at the midpoint. 

Retention. Oalculations of the quantity of oil re

tained after treatment based on pole volume are generally 

and widely used for ease of calculation. Since the object 

of these experiments is to treat saptrood volttme, retentions 

based on the latter are more significant, but do not ac

count for sapwood depth and so those based on surface area 

also deserve consideration. As the relative consideration 

deserved by each type of retention is unknown, in general 

only sapwood volume retentions will be considered. Oom-

parisons based, on an average of the individual pole reten

tions, by wei^t gain and calculated volume, are suf

ficiently accurate. 

The average retention of a charge can be controlled, 

by the engineer* but the variation of pole retentions 

d.epend8 on chance grouping and treating methods. Variations 

are measured, by the standard, deviation, and. approximately 

67 per cent of the poles have retentions between the limits 
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of the average retention plus and minus the standard devia

tion. For comparison the standard deviation is divided by 

the average retention to give the ooeffioient of variation, 

expressed in per oent. The niunber of poles with relatively 

hie^ and low retentions increases >/ith the ooeffioient of 

variation; thus increasing the number of poles that are apt 

not to meet speoifioations and that are apt to bleed* 

The average retention of each oll-vater charge, based 

on sapvood volume, is greater than that of the control, 

however the control had a retention only eight per cent 

below the average retention of all the oil-water charges 

and this difference is not great enough to Invalidate direot 

comparison. The coefficient of variation of the retention 

when based on sapwood volume was about the same for all 

charges (see Table 8) and, when based on pole volume or 

surface area, was hlgjher for the oil-water treatments than 

for the control. This probably has less significance than 

the variation based on sapwood volume. It is probable and 

to be expected that the coefficient of variation of re

tention of the oll-vater treatments exceeds that of the 

conventional treatments. The easily treated poles in a 

charge absorb more oil than the others during the pressure 

period, and when Immediately followed by a vacuum, as in 

conventional treatment, less oil is recovered from the 

refractory than the easily treated wood, and the retentions 
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will differ less thnn if no oil had heen removed, as the 

oil-vater treatments show. Apparently that difference is 

not great enoii^ to cause difficulty but, if necessary, 

Dodifioation of the oil-vater schedules could probable re

duce it. 

Pentachlorophenol distribution. The average penta-

chlorophenol concentrations in the first and second qur.rter-

Inch and in the second and third half-inch of the control 

and oil-water treatments are shown in Table 9. The con

centrations in each group of polos are in Appendix E. ^e 

psntachlorphenol concentration in the first half-inch of 

the control was greater at the non-incised midpoint than 

at the incised groundline; the reverse was true of the 

oil-vater charges. The first half-inch of midpoint con

centration was greater In the control than in the oil-vater 

charges. The second and third half-inch of midpoint penta-

ohlorphenol concentrations were about the same in all 

charges, but a large groundline concentration occurred in 

the oil-vater charges. 

The pentachlorophenol concentration gradient in the 

oil-water treated poles is flatter than that in the con

ventionally treated poles. That is, some of the preserva

tive that would have been left near the surface by the 

conventional treatment v;as forced further into the v;ood by 

the oil-water treatment, but this action was not very pro

nounced. 
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Pressure reduction treatment 

The pressure reduction treatment, Oharge 5> is com

pared for penetration, retention and pentaohlox*phenol con

tent with the control charge. 
% 

Penetration* The average depth of penetration Is 

lower In the pressure reduction charge tiian In the control 

(sec Table 8), although their average sapwood depths are 

very similar. Methods of comparison are: the per cent of 

poles not meeting certain specifications; the average per 

cent of sapv/ood depth penetrated In poles grouped by sap-

wood depth; the estimated depth of penetration If the ex

perimental charges and the control had the same average 

sapwood depth. 

The number and per cent of poles In each oharge that 

did not meet the penetration specifications, at the non-

Inclsed midpoint and the Incised groundllne, are listed In 

Table 10. The difference between the two charges, In per

centage of poles meeting specifications, is small at the 

groundllne, more pronounced at the midpoint, and generally, 

more control oharge poles meet specifications. 

The average per cant of groundllne and midpoint cap-

wood penetrated in poles grouped by sapwood depth are shown 

in Figure 6 and Table 11, and the per cent of each group 

showing complete groundllne and midpoint sapv/ood penetra

tion are shown in Table 11. Sach group, except the 1 to if-
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Inch, in the reduced pressure charge had an average ground-

line aapwood penetration equal to or greater than the con

trol. In general, a larger per cent of the poles in the 

reduced pressure gz^ups had complete sapvood penetration 

than in the control. 

In every group the average per cent of midpoint aapwood 

penetrated and the per cent of poles with complete sapwood 

penetration was greater for the control than the pressure 

reduction charge. 

Calculations of the penetration of the pressure re

duction charge to what v/ould be obtained if it included the 

same percentage of poles with sapwood limits as the control 

are in Table 12. In the pressure reduction treatment 

groundline penetration is slightly greater and midpoint 

penetration is less than in the control. 

Retention. The retention in the pressure reduction 

charge i/as 9*91 lb of oil por cu ft of pole baaed on the 

gauge readings and ^.82 lb of oil per cu ft of pole based 

on the v/eight gains of the poles. It is probable that 

such a discrepancy is due to an error in one of the measure

ments. 

The oil retention can be estimated from the average 

pentaciilorophenol contents in the charges when it is assumed 

that a direct relationship exists betv/een the pentachloro-

phenol in the first half inch in the midpoint and the 
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pounds of oil per oulsio foot of pole. The pentachlorophenol 

oonoentratlons In the first and second quarter-lnoh zones 

were multiplied by their respective fractional cross 

sectional areas and then added to give pounds of dry 

pentachlorphenol per cubic foot of pole; this was con

verted to pounds of oil per cubic foot of pole by multiply

ing by 20. The fractional cross section for each zone Is 

found from an "average" pole for each charge; one that has 

the average diameter for the charge and pentachlorophenol 

concentrations In each zone equal to the average for the 

charge* 

The average oil retention, based on the pentachloro

phenol concentrations, for the first four charges Is 

approximately i^.l lb of oil per cu ft of pole and for the 

pressure reduction charge 2.95 ot oil per cu ft of pole. 

This ratio, when multiplied by the average oil retention 

for the first four cliaz^es, baaed on the welf^t gain of 

the poles, gives an estimated oil retention for the pres

sure reduction charge of if. 9 lb of oil per cu ft of pole 

and 0.97 lb of oil per sq ft of surface. These values are 

very close to the retentions obtained from the weight 

gains of the poles of if. 8 lb of oil per cu ft of pole and 

0.98 lb of oil per sq ft of surface area. Considering 

that the gauge readings are based on only two manonmeter 

readings, an error In one reading could easily cause this 

discrepancy. 
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The control charge, charge 1, absorbed 25 per cent 

more oil on a sapvood yolume basis, or Jh per cent more 

oil on a pole voliune basis, than the pressure reduction 

charge. This difference in oil absorptions is sufficient 

to invalidate any direct comparison of the penetrations. 

The numerical relationship between penetration and reten

tion is unknown: howeTer, the control charge would have 

been expected to have a shallower groundline penetration 

than the pressure reduction chaise, had its retention been 

only 4.82 lb of oil per cu ft of pole, and the same might 

be true of the midpoint penetrations. 

The coefficient of variation of the retention based 

on the oapwood volume of the reduced pressure charge was 

approximately the same as that of the control; however, the 

variations in the retentions baaed on pole volume and on 

surface area wore greater than those of the control. The 

variation of retention in the reduced pressure treatment is 

probably greater than that of the control but less than 

that of the water treatment and does not appear to be high 

enougli to cause any difficulty. 

Pontachlorophenol distribution. The average penta-

chlorophenol concentrationa In the flrat and aecond quarter-

Inch and In the second and third half-lnoh of the preaaure 

reduction treatment are nhovm in Table 9. The concentra

tiona In each group of poles are In Appendix K. In each 
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sone the average oonoentrations are leas than those In 

the control charge, vhioh is due to the lower oil retention. 

However, in each zone the pentachlorophenol content is 

materially higher in the incised groundline than in the 

non-incised midpoint. 

The pentachlorophenol concentration gradient in the 

reduced pressure charge is steeper than that of the con

trol and oil-water chaz^es, which may be due to the 

relatively lower oil retention in the reduced pressure 

charge. 

Limitations of comparison 

The primary limitation in any comparison of this nature 

is the extent to which these results are indicative of 

those to be obtained from a larger number of trials. As 

the sample size increases, its results approach the aver

age result of treating an infinite number of poles, so the 

extreme variability of wood may invalidate conclusions 

based on a small number of poles. Oonsequently, the re

sults of each treatment are assumed to be representative 

of it, and the comparisons are assumed to err as the re

sults deviate from its norm. 

A second limitation is the extent to which the numer

ical values actually represent the variable measured. Prob

ably the calculated average penetration in a pole closely 
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represents the actual average penetration. The weight 

gain of a pole, however, may not aotually represent the 

net oil retention because the pole continually loses and 

gains both oil and water throu^^out the treatment as well 

as when out of the cylinder after the initial weighing 

and before the final vacuun. 

The weight gain of a pole then equals the net oil re

tention only if the amounts of water injected into and re

moved from the pole between the weighing periods are equal, 

and if the pole loses no oil after being removed from the 

cylinder. The latter probably accounts for only a small 

fraction of the gain or loss, and the laboratory oil-water 

treatments indicate but a slight net water gain. Therefore, 

the weight gain of a pole is assumed to closely represent 

the net oil retention under these experimental conditions, 

as verified by the retention results of Charges 1, 3, and 

4 in Table 7* During or at the end of the water period, 

the highly permeable poles (those with abnormally high re

tentions) in Charge 2 possibly expelled oil, v/hich would 

not be measured by the gauge. 

Since net oil retention measured by v^eight gain refers 

to the v;hole pole, if retention is Increased in the incised 

part it must decrease in the non-incised part, with cor

responding changes in penetration. The average length of 

the poles treated was approximately 40 feet, 6 feet of 
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f«hloh were Incised. Since the end with the larger diameter 

was incised, and from It there Is longitudinal penetration, 

the average effective incised area was about 20 per cent 

of the pole. If the net retention of a pole is 6.00 lb 

per cu ft, and the net retention of the incised area la 

50 per cent higher than the non-incised area, the net re

tention (excluding end absorption, for simplification) will 

be 5*56 lb per cu ft of non-incised pole and 8.19«lb per 

cu ft of effective incised pole. If the net absorption 

of the incised portion were only 25 per cent more than the 

non-incised portion, the retentions would be 7«1^ and 5*7 

lb per cu ft, respectively. 

The oil-water and pressure reduction treatments tend 

to give a higher ratio of incised to non-inciaed retention 

than the conventional treatment because, in the latter, a 

vacuum applied iinmediately after the pressure period causes 

greater oil recovery per unit of incised than non-incised 

wood. This principle also applies to end absorption, so 

the percentage of net retention due to radial absorption 

is probably higher in the conventional charge than in the 

experimental charges. This limitation probably is not very 

important in this comparison. 
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Dlsouasion of Results 

The results of the commercial experiments shov that 

deeper groundline penetrations occurred in the oil-water 

and pressure reduction charges than in the control charge, 

Rnd that deeper midpoint penetrations occurred in the 

oil-water charges than in the ^ontrol. Heartwood penetra

tion, though not generally recognized in commercial practice, 

has definite significance in a comparison of treatments. 

Its occurrence in all the oil-water treatments, but not in 

the control, apparently indicates that the former method 

has a greater potential for deep penetration than the con

ventional method. 

Of the oil-water treatments Cliarge k-, vith water at 

150 psi for 0.5 hour and then at 50 psi for 5*5 hours, 

appears to have slightly better penetration than Oharge 3, 

with water pressure slowly reduced from 90 to 0 poi in 6.0 

hours. Charge 2 is not sufficiently representative to be 

included in the comparison because its actual treating 

schedule greatly deviated from that desired. Although 

their differences in retention do not promote a reliable 

comparison, there ia indication that oil-water treatment 

may give better penetrations than pressure reduction 

treatment in poles requiring very short pressure periods 

such as the 0.15 to I.3 hours at 150 psi required by Charges 
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2 and 4 for & 6 pound retention. Beoauae the laboratory 

work In vhloh pole sections required 3 to 4 hours at 150 

pel for the same retention was the basis for the oommerolal 

aoale treating schedules, all but one of the charges ab-

sorbetJ more oil than anticipated. The effect of per

meability upon the relationship betvreon retention, pene

tration, and treating schedule is unknown, but had the 

oommerolal scale experiments treated vood as refractory as 

that upon which the treatments were developed they vould 

probably show even more improvement over the oonvGntlon&l 

method of treatment. 

To insure lonft oervloo life aa much preservative as 

possibl® should be absorbed In the incised groundline area; 

however, the conventional troatment leaves less in that 

area than in the midpoint, thou^ the reverse is true of the 

experimental treatments. The penetration increase due to 

inoising is much more pronounced in the experimental oharges 

than in the conventional chargo, as shown in Table 12. In 

the control charge this Increase was only 0.06 inch out of 

a possible 0.1?• while in Charges 2 and 5 it v/as 0.22 and 

0.26 inch out of a possible 0.22 and O.32 inch, respective

ly. In Oharges 3 and k such deep midpoint penetration 

occurred that inoising would have had little benefit. Never

theless, it is quite evident that the experimental treat

ments utilize Inclalng much more than does the conventional 

treatment. 
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The conventional treating schedule, used for the 

control chr.rge, is based on years of experience in treat-

ing thousands of poles. The oil-water and reduced pressure 

reduction treatments have had little development; thus 

their results show only the potentiality of, rather than 

the ultimate in these types of treatment, and as more com

mercial experience in their application is gained, they 

may be expected to show even better results. 
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C0HCLU3I0N3 

The following concluslona of the effects of the oil-

wator and the pressure reduotion treatments of coast-type 

Douglas fir can be made. 

1. The oil-water method of treatment gives deeper 

penetrations in both the incised groundline and 

the non-incised midpoint than the conventional 

(Lowry) type of treatment. 

2. The pressure reduction treatment gives deeper 

penetration in the incised groundline than the 

conventional (Lowry) type of treatment. 

3. The increase in penetration due to incising is 

more pronounced in the oil-water and pressure re

duction treatments than in the conventional 

(Lowry) type of treatment. 

4. The ratio of the pentachlorophenol content in 

the incised wood to that in the non-incised vrood 

is larger for the oil-vater and pressure reduotion 

treatments than for the conventional (Lowry) type 

of treatment. 

The above conclusions are based on treating results of 

highly permeable Douglas fir poles and the advantages of the 

oil-water and the pressure reduotion treatments should be 

greater in the treatment of refractory Douglas fir poles. 
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The oil-water treatment appears preferable to the 

pressure reduotion treatment but, because the data from the 

latter on a oommeroial soale were inauffioient, no valid 

comparison can be made. It is believed that the improvements 

resulting from the oil-water and pressure reduotion treat

ments warrant their slight additional oost, but this cannot 

be definitely concluded until the service lives of the 

poles are known< 

Wiile a longer cylinder time was needed for the oil-

water than the pressure reduction treatment in the commercial 

soale testing, in practice the reverse would probably be 

true. Up to five hours can be cut from the duration of the 

oil-water treatment by eliminating the preheating in oil 

and the flash steaming, reducing the water period, using 

150 psi air, 'md other operational procedures. 

Continued commercial scale testing of the oil-water and 

pressure reduction treatments on a semi-production basis is 

recommended. 
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APPENDIX A 

Method of Sealing the Ends of Pole Sections 

The following method was used to seal the ends of poles 

to prevent end penetration during the treating process. 

About a day after the wood was cut to the desired length, 

each end was dipped for about 10 seconds in a resoroinol^ 

foraaldehy<}e solution and then heated for 1 minute with 

Infra-red heat lamps. The resorclnol-formaldehyde solution 

was prepared Immediately before application by mixing 95 

ml of a 40 per cent water solution of formaldehyde with 

155 ml of a solution consisting of 5 pounds of resoroinol, 

5 pounds of water, and 0.1 pound of NaOH. A day later the 

process was duplicated except that a 60-8ocond dip was used 

and that, after heating, the ends were painted with sodium 

silicate (specific gravity 1.4). The following day the 

ends were painted with Tygon paint (TP-12, black, U. S. 

Stoneware Oo.). 

This produced a seal which allowed only 1 Inch end 

penetration. However, the Tygon coating will deteriorate 

at temperatures above 200°F. 
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APPENDIX B 

Hethod of Fentaohlorophenol Analysle 

The pentaohlorophenol oontent In the pressure reduc

tion charge, charge 5* were determined by the Dow Ohemical 

Company, Midland, Michigan, using the 3ell Telephone Go. 

method K3-^629, Section 2.17, Issue 2, November 13, 1950, 

"Determination of Chloride in Miscellaneous Organic 

Materials." The pentaotilorophenol contents in the first 

four charges were determined by using a modification of the 

American Wood Preserrers* Association method A5-51 "stand-

are Methods for Analysis of Oil-borne Preservatives." This 

method is described below. 

Three grams of potassium nitrate, ground to pass a 30 

mesh screen, were mixed with 27 grams of calcium hydroxide 

and 10 grans of the mixture were placed in a 100 ml Armco 

iron crucible. The crucible was tapped, the wood was added, 

20 more grams of calcium hydroxide mixture were added, and 

the crucible was tapped again. The crucible v/as heated for 

35 minutes, starting at low heat and ending at the full heat 

of a No. 4 Meker burner. 

After cooling, the contents of the crucible were placed 

in a ̂ 00 ml beaker and covered with a watch glass. About 
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60 ml of distilled water and the liquid from three rinsings 

of the crucible with dilute nitric acid were added to the 

beaker. The beaker was placed in a stream of cold water 

and 100 ml of 50 per cent concentrated nitric acid were 

added. Then the solution was stirred until the reactiol^ 

ceased. 

After cooling, 10 ml of 0.1 M silver nitrate were added, 

the solution was boiled for 3 minutes, cooled, vacuum-

filtered throtjgh Watnan No. kO filter paper into a 500 ml 

filtering flask, and the filter paper was washed five times 

with distilled water. The filtered solution was transferred 

to the 1*00 ml beaker and titrated with approximately 0.1 N 

ammonium thiocyanate after adding 5 nl of Volhard indicator. 

Near the endpoint the filtering flask was rinsed by pouring 

the solution from the beaker into the filtering flask and 

then back into the beaker. It was then titrated to the 

first permanent pink endpoint. 

The above procedure, without wood, was also used in 

determining the reagent blank. 

The following calculation gives the pounds of dry 

pentachlorophenol per cubic foot of wood assayed, v/hen the 

wood cores are obtained with a 0.20 inch diameter Increment 

borer: 

(10 ~ ml 0.1 N ammonium thiocyanate - reagent blank) ̂  o,6k6. 
linear Inches of 0.20 in. dia. core 
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4. 

APP3NDIX 0 

Oil and Water Distributions 
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Table 13. Oil and water distributionsj by extraction^ in Douglas 
fir pde sections treated by the oil-water process 

Xncrement Retention^ 
Section of depths 
nuober inches 

96 0 - 1/4 
1/4- 1/2 
1/2- 3/4 
3/4-1 ^ 

1 -1 1/2 

96 0 - lA 
1/4- 1/2 
1/2- 3/4 
3/4-1 

1 -11/2 

97 0 - lA 
1>^4- 1/2 
1/^2- 3/4 
3/4-1 

1 -1 1/2 
1 1/2-2 

97 0 - 1/4 
lA- 1/2 
1/2- 3/4 
3/4- 1 ^ 

1 -1 1/2 
1 1/2-2 

99 0 - 1/4 
1/4- 1/2 
1/2- 3/4 
3/4-1 ^ 

1 -1 1/2 
1 1/2-2 

101 0 - 1/4 
1/4- 1/2 
1/2- 3/4 
3/4-1 

) oil per 
Ctt ft 

$ oil 
by wt 

Uoisture, 
% 

Condition Days after 
of surface treatment 

15.4 51.0 11.4 wet 6 
13.2 43.8 12.1 
7.2 24.2 11.3 
3.4 11.2 13.0 
1.1 3.5 13.5 

16.1 53.3 7.6 wet 8 
7.0 23.3 10.6 
2.9 9.8 11.7 
4.0 13.3 10.0 
0.4 1.2 13.6 

11.7 44.4 9.2 wot 3 
4.6 17.4 U.4 
1.5 5.5 14.3 
0.7 2.8 15.3 
0.8 3.1 18.3 
0.2 0.6 19.5 

11.9 44.9 7.9 wet 5 
2.8 10,7 11.4 
2.0 7.6 13.2 
1.3 4.9 14.6 
1.6 5.9 17.0 
0.5 1.9 18.1 

9.3 . 38.8 14.5 dry 6 
9.8 40.9 40.0 
10.0 a.5 69.7 
8.6 36.0 72.6 
7.2 30.2 62.0 
0.3 1.4 37.1 

U.l 28.1 14.7 dry 1 
6.4 16.3 38.9 

dry 1 

0.0 0.0 20.9 
0.0 0.0 18.0 
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Table 13. (Continued} 

Increment Retention^ 
Section of depths lb oil per oil Uoisture, Ccndition Days after 
nundMr inches cu ft wt % of surface treatment 

4-3 0 - 1/U 
1/4- 1/2 
1/2- 3/4 
3/4-1 ^ 

1 -11/4 
1 1/4-1 1/2 

4-4 0-1/4 
lA- 1/2 
1/2- 3/4 
3/4-1 

1 -11/4 
1 1/4-1 1/2 

4-6 0 - 1/4 
1/4- 1/2 
1/Z- 3/4 
3/4-1 

1 -11/4 
1 1/4-1 1/2 

4-7 0 - 1/4 
1/4- 1/2 
1/^ 3/4 
3/4-1 

1 -11/4 
1.1/4-1 1/2 

4-9 0 - 1/4 
1/4- 1/^2 
1/2- 3/4 
3/4-1 

1 -1 1/4 
• 1 1/4-1 1/2 

4-16 0 - 1/4 
1/4- 1/2 
1/2- 3/4 
3/4-1 

1 -11/4 
1 1/4-1 1/2 

cu ft wt 56 of surface 

17.3 67.6 13.3 tret 
13.8 53.8 12.1 
10.8 42.1 11.6 
12.6 49.3 11.6 
11.2 43.7 10.0 
4.3 16.8 8.7 

17.1 66.5 13.3 iret 
15.0 58.6 12.0 
9.4 36.7 11.8 
7.4 29.0 12.5 
4.6 17.8 12,3 
1.9 7.4 10.9 

14.4 55.8 24.1 iret 
11.1 43.0 26.8 
11.7 45.4 24.8 
11.7 45.4 21.8 
10*0 39,0 20.3 
4.8 18,7 15,0 

13.8 53.1 13,9 tret 
10.2 39.1 14.0 
5.9 22.8 13.5 
7.0 26.9 13.5 
6.7 25.6 12.4 
1.7 6.6 12.1 

15.8 60.6 12.4 tret 
9.8 37.4 11.8 
7.2 27.6 13.2 
6.5 24.7 10.0 
5.3 20.2 15.8 
1.5 15.6 10.0 

9.8 38.4 10.0 tret 
5.9 23.1 14.2 
5.3 20.6 14.6 
3.5 13.4 12.3 
2.9 11.5 11.2 
0.6 2.2 13.6 
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Table 13, (Continued) 

Section 
nusdaer 

Increment 
of depthy 
Inches 

Retention, 
lb oil per 
cu ft 

% oil 
by i»t 

Hoisturs. 
% 

Condition 
of surface 

Days after 
treatment 

4-18 

4-20 

4-21 

0 - 1/4 
lA- 1/2 
1/a- 3A 
3/w , 

1 -iiA 
1 lA-1 1/2 

0 - 1/4 
1/4- 1/2 
1/2- 3/4 
3A-1  ̂

1 -11/4 
1 1/4-1 1/2 

0 - 1/4 
Uy 1/2 
1/2- 3/4 
3/4-1 

1 -11/4 
1 lA-^ 1/2 

11.8 
7.9 
6.6 
6.1 
4»6 
2.0 

13.6 
9.0 
7.8 
6.3 
5.3 
2.7 

13.9 
7.0 
6.1 
6.6 
7.2 
2.4 

46.2 
30.8 
25.7-
23.8 
18.1 
8.0 

52.6 
34.8 
26.2 
24.3 
20.4 
10.3 

53.6 
27.7 
23.7 
25.6 
28.0 
9.4 

12.5 
19.2 
15.9 
17.0 
17.7 
16.7 

7.1 
10.3 
11.0 
11.2 
15.1 
13.2 

7J> 
13.0 
11.4 
12.7 
12.4 
9.3 

wet 

net 

net 
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Table 14. Oil and vater distributions j by extraction, in Dou^s 
fir pole seotims treated by the pressure reduction 
process 

Increment 
Section of depth, lb oil per % oil Uoisture, Condition Days after 
lamter inches cu ft by wt ^ of surface treatment 

86 0 - 1/2 
1/2-1 

1 -1 1/2 

94 0 - 1/4 
V4- 1/2 
1/2- 3A 
3A-1 , 

1 -1 1/4 
1 1/4-1 3/4 
1 3/4-2 1/4 

94 0 - 1/4 
1.^ 1/2 
1/2- 3/4 
3/4-1 

1 -1 1/4 
1 1/4-2 

94 0 - 1/4 
1/4- 1/2 
1/̂ - 3/4 
3/4-1 

1 -1 1/2 
1 1/2-2 

95 0 - 1/4 
1/4- lA 
1/̂ 2- 3/4 
3/4-1 

1 -1 1/2 
1 1/2-2 

95 0 - 1/4 
1/4- 1/2 
1/̂ 2- 3/4 
3/4-1 

1 -1 1/2 
1 1/2-2 

1 oil per  ̂ oil Uoisture, Condition 
cu ft by wt of surface 

8.9 27.0 6.0 wet 
4*6 14.0 11.0 
3.3 10.0 15.0 

9.9 34.8 7.7 net 
10.3 36.0 11.2 
9.4 32.9 11.8 
6.8 23.9 12.4 
3.4 11.9 13.7 
2.7 9.5 13.1 
1.4 4.8 13.8 

11.4 40.1 5.7 wet 
4.7 20.1 7.9 
4.2 U.6 7.8 
3.2 U.5 9.7 
2.3 7.9 10.8 
1.0 34 10.2 

9.2 32.4 5.2 wet 
4.4 15.3 8.0 
2.9 10.1 8.7 
2.3 7.9 10.0 
1.7 6.1 10.6 
0.7 2.5 11.6 

10.8 26.4 6.2 wet 
6.2 20.8 7.6 
3.8 12.7 8.5 
3.5 11.8 9.2 
2.5 8.4 11.1 
3.4 11.4 9.2 

8.1 27.1 7.2 wet 
3.5 11.6 9.8 
2.9 9.9 9.9 
2.9 9.6 11.1 
2.2 7.4 12.5 
2.9 9.8 13.2 
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Table 14. (Contiimed) 

Inorement Retentioa^ 
Section of depth, lb oil per % dL Voistiiref Condition Days after 
nuidber int^es oa ft by ift % of surface treatment 

A-.5 0 - 1/4 17.2 66.0 6.6 net 1 
1/4- 1/2 10.7 41.0 8.7 
1/2- 3/4 7.4 28.6 9.0 
3/4-1 4.2 15.9 11.0 

1 -1 1/4 2.5 9.5 9.3 
1 1/4-1 1/2 1.2 4.4 10.0 

4-8 0 - 1/4 19.3 74.0 6.2 wot 1 
1/4- 1/2 13.3 51.0 7.1 
Va. 3/4 9.8 37.4 8.5 
3/4-1 10.3 39.6 9.3 

1 -1 1/4 7.4 28.3 9.6 
11/4-1 1/2 5.0 19.3 10.1 

4-17 0 - 1/4 13.1 51.2 3.8 wet 1 
1/4- 1/2 11.0 42.7 5.5 
1/2- 3/4 7.6 29.5 6.5 
3/4-1 6.1 23.9 8.4 

1 -1 1/4 5.3 20.7 9.7 
1 1/4-1 1/2 2.4 9.4 9.8 
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APPENDIX D 

Retentions and Penetrations in Douglas Fir Poles 



TIBIS It, RatanttoDa and paaatraUooa la eoaaV-tjpa Pnatf aa fir poXaa la Ouurfa 1, trMtad acoordlog to tha 
naaal praetloa of tha FraaUia Park plut of tba Jealya Hfg. aad aBfjiljr Co. wltii a $ parê  aolotloa 
ojT pf t 

Pdla 
•o. 

daaat 
Lncth 

AT. Dla. 
infhaa 

Moiat^ m, t CO. xt. mt. ft. 
eca«> rise 

% at aap Pdla 
•o. 

daaat 
Lncth 

AT. Dla. 
infhaa 

Moiat^ m, t poia —f' auTfaea eca«> rise aap. eof rlat 
1 5-35 8.91 17 6.5 11.6 1.22 0.75 1.00 1.25 60 80 
2 5-35 9.39 l£ sS 8.7 1.07 0.A 1.12 1.S0 62 75 
3 5-35 8.83 15 6a 10.b 105 0.9b 109 1.38 68 86 h 5-35 8.0b IB T.0 10.0 1.21 102 1.50 ZJOO 56 75 
5 1-35 11.9)i 15 7.2 16.1 1.81 1.00 1.38 1.62 62 85 

6 b-fao 11.3b 22 5.5 ]0.b 1.17 0.88 1.06 1.50 58 71 
7 2̂  U.9b IB 7J. 2b.7 1.68 102 1.3X 1.31 66 100 
8 l-bO 13.05 15 6a 13.6 1.67 1.31 1.50 1.56 8b 96 
9 5-30 8J« 19 6.7 10.8 laB 0J9 0.75 1.50 b6 50 
10 «»-35 9.55 17 8.2 13.7 1.66 1.06 1.62 1.62 66 100 

11 5-35 8.3S 16 6.b 10.0 iJrf) 0.88 1.25 1.31 67 95 
12 5-35 8.59 IS 6.7 13.3 1.22 0.bb 1.00 1.31 33 76 
13 l»-bo 10.66 19 5.0 11.8 1.13 0.69 0.9b lib b8 65 
lb 5-35 9.03 16 5.6 10.1 1X6 0.81 0.9b 1.25 65 75 
15 5-35 8.91 16 8a 15.5 1.51 102 1.31 1.31 86 100 

16 l»-35 9.51 17 7.9 15.3 1.57 IJA iJib l.bb 100 100 
17 5-35 9.59 IT 6.8 11.2 1.37 0.88 1.19 1.56 56 90 
18 5-35 9as 20 2.6 7.5 0.50 0.38 0.62 1.06 35 59 
19 5-35 8.96 17 5Jk 12.2 0.96 0.56 0.69 0.75 75 92 
20 5-35 9.27 16 5.7 11.0 ia2 0.69 102 102 61 100 

21 5-35 8.79 16 6.5 8.7 1.20 0.69 0.88 1.88 33 b7 
22 5-35 8.75 IB 9.2 lb.b 1.73 1.75 1.88 2.00 86 9b 
23 5-̂  8.59 IB 6.6 8.2 1.19 0.81 1.06 2.25 36 b7 
& 5-35 9.63 IS 7.0 13.3 ua 0.81 1.19 1.25 65 95 
25 5-35 8.99 IT 6.0 9.6 103 1.06 l.lkb 1.S0 72 96 

26 5-35 9.23 IB 6.7 12a 1.30 0.75 1.25 1.25 60 100 
27 5-35 8.52 IB 10.6 16.5 1.92 1.69 1.69 1.69 100 100 
28 5-35 8.67 lb 6a 12.2 1.12 0.69 0.69 0.9b 73 73 
29 5-35 9.03 IB b.9 9.3 0.9b 0.9b 1.19 1.19 79 100 
30 5-35 8.79 IT 7.5 U.1 l.bl 0.88 1.31 2.12 bl 62 

31 S-3S 9.23 6.8 15.b 1.31 0.9b 1.06 1.06 88 100 
32 5-U) 9.19 IT 5.7 10.6 1.09 0.9b 1.19 1.50 62 79 
33 b-li5 11.66 16 5.7 19.0 I.b0 0.69 0.75 0.75 92 100 

Avaraci 9J0 17 6Ji 12.2 1.30 0.92 1.17 1J|3 6b* 82" 

Oroandllna paaatratleo 
incBaa « «# ̂  eemp ring afc. HM HB« 

X.OO 1.19 1.25 60 9$ 
l.Ui I4ilt 1.62 88 88 
1.06 1.25*1.2$ 86 100 
1.12 iJib 1.81 62 79 
1.12 1.31 1.50 75 88 

1.12 1.25 1.56 72 80 
1.J8 1.3ft 1.38 UO 100 
1.25 1.62 1.62 77 100 
0.75 0.̂  1.56 bB 60 
1.25 1.62 1.62 7lt 100 

1.31 1.31 1.31 UO 100 
0.S6 0.86 1.06 S3 82 
1.06 1.31 1.50 71 88 
1.00 IM6 1.31 76 81 
1.12 ia9 1.19 95 100 

1.25 1.25 1.25 100 100 
1.19 1.38 1.50 79 92 
0.31 O.SO 0.88 36 57 
0.88 0.88 0.93 93 93 
1.00 1.12 1.25 80 90 

1.00 1.62 1.69 55 90 
1.31 1.81 2.38 S5 76 
1.06 1.25 2.25 b7 56 
0.9lt 1J2 1.31 71 86 
0.81 1.38 iJOi 56 96 
1.U> l.lib l.Ut lOO 100 
1.69 1.69 1.69 100 ICO 
0.88 0.9b 1.00 88 9h 
1.00 1.00 1.00 100 100 
1.50 1.81 1.9it 77 9b 

1.00 1.00 IM 9b 9b 
1.06 1.25 1.25 85 100 
0.88 0.9b 0.9b 93 100 

1.08 1.26 lJt2 76^* 89'> 

•- datandaad tgr d.eetrle aotatara attar aith S/16 laeh proafa 
Ik cilcalatad divUlac ̂  avaraca paoatratloa kgr tiia avaraea Mpaood daptb 



TABIS 16. Retentiooa and penetrattooa in eoast-̂ rpe OouglM Tir poles in charge 2, treated ty tbe water 
process aitli a S percent solution of pentaeUoropbenol. 

Pole 
No. 

Class & 
Length 

AT. Diai. 
indies 

Moist-* 
ure, % 

Ub wt gain per 
cu fT sq ft 
pole sap. surface 

brio 11.31( 22 2.7 5.5 0.65 
35 1»-1(5 10.66 17 8.2 21 J( 1.83 

36 5-ua 10.26 19 6.6 10.6 i.ia 
37 5-35 8.95 18 11.8 15.9 2.26 
38 5-35 8.26 18 8.9 15.0 1.57 
39 5-35 8.75 16 20,h 15.2 1.91 
ItO 5-ha 9.35 16 5.5 16.7 1.09 

la 1(-1(5 10.11 26 5.0 15.2 1.31( 
1(2 1-50 ll(.Ql 20 3.U 10.6 1.01 
li3 1(-1(5 11.30 22 . 3.6 11.5 0.85 
Ui lt-l(5 11.20 20 5.2 13.6 1.21 
15 5-1(0 9.15 17 8.0 li(.3 1.55 

li6 5-35 9ai 16 10.5 ll(.7 2.01 
l»7 5-li0 9.87 16 5.7 12.9 1.17 
U8 U-l(5 11.10 2Uto 5.0 9.3 1.17 
1(9 1-50 11(̂ 2 22 3.5 U.8 1.0l( 
50 1(-1(5 10.26 18 9.3 16.1 1.93 

51 5-1(0 9.35 17 5.3 10.7 1.0li 
52 5-35 8.67 IS ai(.9 19.8 2.78 
53 5-35 9.39 18 U.2U 15.1( 2.22 

175 5-35 8.12 22 11.6 17.U 1.99 
55 5-35 8.67 18 9.6 18.0 1.77 

56 5-35 9.23 20 3.b 6.5 0.66 
57 5-35 9.07 22 5.6 15.5 1.06 
58 5-35 9.03 19 h.2 6.9 0.80 
59 5-35 9.59 20 6.8 10.7 1.1a 
60 5-35 8.79 18 8.1( 2U.7 1.55 

61 5-35 9.35 18 10.5 17.9 2.05 
62 5-35 8.63 22 5.1( 15.3 1.01 

Average 9.85 19 7.2 13.9 1.1(6 

Midpoint penetration 
inches t of sap. 

ring 
"inr 

8A9* 
"OT" 

COBSp 

Oronndline penetration 
inches % of sap 
comp 
-nw 

ring 
xiir 

sap. 
i:®" 
1.12 

1.12 
2.56 
1.31 
l.Ut 
0.9U 

0.7$ 
1.00 
0.75 
1.W 
l.$0 

1.69 
1.06 
1.75 
1.38 
1.56 

1.25 
1.9U 
1.50 
1.31 
1.31 

0.81 
1.12 
0.88 
1.56 
0.88 

1.06 
0.9U 

w- rtuc 
Tor 

1.06 1.50 1.19 89 126 1.00 1.25 89 in 

1.25 
1.12 
0.50 
0.75 
0.38 

0.62 
0.62 
0.5b 
1.00 
1.31 

0.69 
1.06 
0.50 
0.62 
1.12 

1.00 
1.69 
0.75 
0.9U 
1.06 

0.25 
0.69 
O.Iilt 
0.62 
0.62 

0.31 
0.62 

1.38 
l.IiU 
0.75 
1.12 
0.81 

0.75 
0.88 
0.69 
1.19 
1.31 

1.50 
1.19 
1.06 
1.12 
1.56 

1.31 
1.69 
1.50 
1.31 
1.56 

O.liU 
0.88 
0.69 
1.62 
0.81 

0.50 
1.00 

1.38 
2.19 
1.12 
1.12 
0.75 

0.75 
l.Iilt 
0.69 
1.06 
1.31 

1.62 
1.19 
1.62 
1.25 
1.75 

1.Ui 
1.69 
1.62 
l.bU 
1.06 

0.9li 
1.00 
1.50 
1.62 
0.81 

1.25 
1.00 

91 
51 
U> 
67 
50 

83 
hh 
73 
9l( 
100 

ia 
90 
31 
50 
6It 

70 
100 
it6 
65 
100 

27 
89 
29 
38 
77 

25 
62 

100 
59 
67 

lOO 
108 

100 
61 
100 
112 
100 

92 
100 
65 
90 
89 

91 
100 
92 
91 
Ut7 

U7 
88 
I;6 
100 
100 

ItO 
100 

1.00 
1.25 
1.06 
1.31 
0.62 

0.75 
0.56 
0.69 
1.06 
1.38 

1.31 
1.00 
0.50 
1.06 
1.12 

1.12 
1.9U 
1.19 
0.9U 
1.31 

O.50 
1.00 
0.50 
0.69 
0.75 

1.12 
2.00 
1.31 

1.00 

1.06 
0.69 
0.75 
1.19 
1.50 

1.69 
1.19 
0.81 
1.38 
1.Ut 

1.19 
2.62 
1.81 
1.25 
1.31 

0.69 
1.12 
0.69 
1.81 
0.88 

0.80 1.13 1.28 62® 88® 

0.50 0.9U 

0.98 1.^ 

89 
19 
81 
91 
67 

100 
56 
92 
89 
92 

78 
9U 
29 
77 
72 

90 
100 

79 
72 

100 

62 
89 
57 
U6 
86 

U7 
87 

100 
78 

100 
100 
107 

llt2 
69 
100 
100 
100 

100 
U2 
lt6 
100 
92 

95 
135 
121 
95 
100 

85 
100 

78 
116 
100 

88 
100 

o 

f 

1.28 77® 98® 

a- deteisined bgr electrical aoistore Mter with 5/16 prongs 
b- moisture content Is greater than 21t percent 
o- calailatied Igr diTiding the average penetration tgr the aTerage sapvood depth. 



TABIZ . IT. 8at«ntlooa wd p«a»tntl«M in cocaVtjp* Do«sLm fir polas ia cbargs 3> traatad tgr Xbm mtar 
procasa with a $ parcast adlotteo of panUcMorophanal. 

Il0l8t»̂  
Lb at sain par Ml̂ Dolnt panatratloB Orowidllna penetration 

Pole daas tt Av. Sla. Il0l8t»̂  ca ft aq fi inehaa % of aap. incbsa it or sap 
lb. Length Inchea nra, < pole aap. aozfaee t etap Tins sap. eô  rioK «*» rtM sap. coop rlns 

63 ?-35 9.07 22 3.li 124} 0.65 0.62 0.62 1.00 62 62 0.69 0.69 0.69 100 lOO 
6ti 5-35 8.36 2h» 5.6 9.5 1.06 0.88 102 1.25 70 90 1.25 1.25 1.50 83 83 
65 5-35 9.35 20 3.8 10.2 0.7b 0.62 0.81 0.81 77 100 0.69 0.9b 0.88 69 107 

66 8.71 21 b.5 9.5 0.83 O.bb 0.62 1.31 33 b8 0.62 0.75 0.75 63 lOO 
67 7-35 80S 17 8.8 15.5 l.b9 0.88 109 109 7b 100 1.31 1.69 1.62 81 lOU 
6B 9.n 20 6.6 13.3 1.3b 0.9b 1.38 1.38 68 100 1.31 1.31 1.31 100 100 
69 iUs nja 21 7.6 16.0 1.77 O.K 1.00 1.25 60 80 0.9b 1.25 1.25 75 100 
70 30.82 20 70. U.9 1.62 0.9b 1.56 1.31 72 119 1.56 1.56 1.56 100 100 

71 l-b5 13J:5 lb 9.0 23.9 2.53 0.9b 0.9b 0.9b 100 100 0.88 0.9b 0.9b 93 lOO 
72 b̂  U.30 18 5.5 11.8 1.30 0.75 1.19 109 63 100 1U» 1.25 1.25 80 UO 
73 b-b5 11.30 18 7.3 18 .b 1.72 102 1.31 1.25 90 105 l.bb 1.56 iJib 100 109 
7lt 2-50 11.26 16 6.7 12 Jt 1.61 1.00 1.25 1.25 80 100 0.88 1.31 1.31 67 100 
75 b-b5 10.99 18 b.7 9.8 1.07 0.88 0.9b 0.9b 93 100 1.00 1.19 109 8b 100 

76 11.02 18 6.1 13.2 l.b2 1.38 iJib 1.38 100 10b l.bb 1.56 l.bb 100 109 
77 5-bO 10.3b 22 b.7 9.0 1.02 0.75 0.88 102 67 78 0.75 0.9b 0.9b 80 100 
78 5̂  9.91 17 8.2 15.3 1.70 1X6 1.19 1J)6 100 112 1.19 1.38 1.25 95 UO 
79 5-b5 lOOl 15 8.8 20.6 1.86 1.06 109 1.19 89 100 1.06 1.25 1.12 9b lU 
80 5-b5 10.26 18 5.9 U.6 1.28 1.00 1.19 102 89 105 1.19 1.31 1.25 95 105 

81 5-bo 8.89 18 10 Jt 18.9 1.98 1.38 iJib iJib 96 100 1.38 1.38 1.38 100 lOO 
82 5-35 9.75 20 b.3 lOO 0.88 0.50 0.50 0.9b 53 53 1.06 1.06 1.06 100 IOC 
83 5-35 9.15 22 bJt 9.0 0.85 0.69 0.69 0.9b 73 73 1.12 1.12 1.12 100 100 
8b 5-35 9.95 2.1 5.9 0.̂  0.25 0.56 0.69 36 82 0.56 0.56 0.56 100 100 
85 5-35 8.95 b.6 12 0.86 0.62 0.88 0.88 ,71 100 1.69 1.69 1.69 100 100 

86 5-35 8.99 2b»» 5.0 13.6 0.95 0.69 0.88 0.88 79- 100 0.75 0.88 0.88 86 100 
87 5-35 9.07 20 5.7 ll.b 1.09 0.69 0.75 1.00 69 75 0.88 1.00 1.00 88 100 
88 5-35 9.89 20.. 2.5 11.8 0.53 0.50 0.50 1.06 b7 b7 0.bb 0.50 0.5̂  88 

<62 
100 

89 5-35 8.95 2bJ 5.9 9J» 105 0.69 0.69 102 61 61 1.25 1.62 2.00\ 
88 
<62 81 

90 5-35 8.75 2b<) Ll 7.5 0.75 0.31 0.38 1JJ6 29 35 o.bb 0.69 0.62 70 110 

91 5-35 8.67 18 10.6 18.1 1.98 1.50 1.69 1.62 92 10b l.bb l.bb l.bb 100 100 
92 5-35 10.26 23 3.0 5.7 0.66 0.50 0.56 0.88 57 6b 0.69 0.81 0.68 lOO 118 
93 S^3S 8.79 21 b.3 9J 0.82 0.56 0.75 0.75 75 100 0.56 0.69 0.75 75 92 
9b 5-35 8.52 9.0 16.8 1.63 0.50 0.9b 1.06 b7 88 1.25 1.69 1.81 69 93 
95 5-35 8.97 a** b.0 8.0 0.7b 0.50 0.88 1.19 b2 7b 0.56 0.69 0.75 75 92 

96 5-35 9.03 18 3J6 5.8 0.70 1.00 l.Iib 1.62 62 88 1.38 1.69 1.69 82 100 
97 5-35 8.56 20 b.9 13.7 0.88 0.56 0.62 1.00 56 62 0.75 0.75 0.75 100 100 
98 l-b5 12.26 18 5.7 12.5 1J;9 1.06 1.56 1.38 77 lib 0.69 0.75 1.19 58 63 
99 b-50 10.82 20 8.9 13.5 2MS 1.56 1.69 1.69 93 100 1.56 1.56 1.56 100 100 

ATerage 9.83 20 5.9 12 .b 1.23 0.81 1.01 lOb 71® 89® 1.02 1.15 1.16 88® 99® 

0 
VO 
1 

a- detendnad tgr alactrlcal Mlstara astar with S/i& Indi prooes 
•olatnra content la ereater than 2b percent 

e- caleolitfd tgr divldlne the averaee paaatratlon tgr the aTaraga aapaood depth 
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TABIX IS* Rttantloos ind pamtntlOM In eoast-tjrp* DoogiUs fir polas la eharga ii, treatad bj tha aatar proeass with 
a 5 pareant seloUoa of peDtaehlorophaiwl. 

Lb wt lala par Midpoint panatratlcp Oronndllne panatratlon 
Pola daaa & At Dla» llolat- ro ft aa ft Inenaa % of aaa. Inchaa »of i«o 
Ho. Lanrth Inehaa ara« t pSTa a». snrfaea coio rtnt aap. eenp rlnit eoap ring sap, ccap rlM 

lOO M>5 U.ii2 23 8.0 0.83 0.56 0.75 1.00 56 75 0.62 0.75 1.00 62 75 
ica S-ko 10.19 19 8.5 lb.O 1.81 1.25 1.38 1.38 91 100 1.38 1.56 l.bb 96 109 
102 7-35 7.0b 17 10.0 18.2 1.50 0.81 1.12 1.25 65 90 1.00 1.12 1.12 89 100 
103 7-35 7JiO 17 12 Jl 22.6 1.93 1.19 1.19 1.25 95 95 1.31 1.31 1.31 100 100 
lu 7-35 7.b8 16 9.6 13.8 l.SD 1.12 1.19 1.12 100 105 1.50 1.50 1.50 100 100 
105 5-liO 10.26 17 7.3 13.6 1.56 0.69 1.00 1.25 55 so 1.25 1.25 1.25 100 loo 

106 b-tk5 12.02 20 5.6 10.3 l.bl 1.12 1.19 1.12 100 105 1.38 1.69 1.38 100 123 
109 7-35 7.06 16 10.6 15.0 1.59 0.81 1.12 1.12 72 100 1.19 1.25 1.19 ICO 105 
uo 7-35 7.52 17 ll.b 17.b: 1.78 0;81 1.12' 1.06 76 106 1.25 1.38 1.25 100 UO 

111 7-35 7.bB 16 U.b 20.0 1.79 .1.12 1.12 1.12 100 100 1.06 1.06 1.06 100 100 
112 7-35 7.60 18 7.3 U.6 1.19 1.06 1.19 1.06 100 112 1.00 1.25 1.06 9b 118 

5-iiO 8.56 18 13a 19.0 2.39 1.56 1.56 1.56 100 100 1.50 l.SO l.SO 100 100 
m 5-b5 9.99 18 6.b 18.0 1.36 1.19 1.25 1.25 95 100 l.bb l.Ut l.bb 100 100 
115 5-li0 8.B3 2b 5.7 9.b 1.06 1.31 1.31 1.38 96 96 0.75 1.06 l.bb 52 7b 

116 7-35 7.52 17 12.5 17.6 1.99 1.25 1.38 1.25 100 UO 1.19 l.Ui 1.19 100 121 
U7 7-35 7.bO 22 7.8 13.3 i.a 0.62 1.00 0.69 91 lb5 1.69 1.75 1.69 100 10b 
US 7-35 7.88 20 6.6 13.7 1.09 0.9b 0.9b 1.06 88 88 1.06 1.06 1.06 100 100 
119 9.55 20 8.7 17.0 1.75 1.25 1.38 1.25 100 UO 1.19 1.38 1.31 90 105 
120 b-t« 10.U 18 7.6 lb.6 1.67 1.33 1.38 1.50 92 92 1.06 l.bb 1.38 77 105 

la MiO 9.63 18 9.b Ib.S 1.91 1.00 1.56 1.62 62 96 l.bb 1.62 1.81 79 90 
122 7-35 7.60 18 8.2 Ib.b l.b6 0.69 0.75 1.00 69 75 1.38 1.50 1.38 100 109 
121, MO 9.67 19 7.8 15.i 1.59 1.U 1.̂  1.31 86 129 1.06 1.38 1.12 9b 122 
125 $-bo 10.03 20 8.8 12 .b 1.85 1.19 1.50 l.SO 79 100 1.69 1.69 1.69 100 100 

126 5-U> 9.b7 18 b.9 10.8 0.98 0.69 0.9b 1.56 bb <0 0.88 1.19 l.SO 58 79 
127 5-tiO 9.83 20 8.3 17.0 1.71 1.19 1.19 1.19 100 100 1.31 1.31 1.31 100 100 

131 7-35 7.76 16 9.7 15.2 1.59 1.19 l.bb l.bb 83 100 1.25 1.38 1.25 100 UO 
U3 7-35 7.80 18 6.6 12.3 1.09 0.56 0.88 1.12 50 78 0.62 0.81 o.ei 77 100 
13b MO 10.86 20 6.6 12.7 1.53 0.88 0.9b 1.38 6b 79 1.56 1.56 1.S6 100 100 
135 b-liO 9.83 20 5.0 13.9 1.03 0.56 0.81 0.69 82 U6 0.69 0.81 Ml 85 100 

136 7-35 8.0b 17 8.6 12.b 1.66 1.38 1.56 l.SO 92 10b l.bb 1.62 l.bb 100 U3 
137 7-35 8.08 16 5.7 12.6 0.96 0.62 0.81 0.88 71 93 1.06 1.06 1.31 81 81 
13S 7-35 7.80 18 8.3 12.6 1.37 0.88 0.9b 0.88 100 107 1.19 1.31 1.25 95 105 
139 7-35 7.85 18 8.0 lb.O 1.32 1.00 1.00 1.00 100 100 1.00 1.19 1.00 100 U9 
i£o 5̂ 0 10.23 20 9.6 lb.8 2.07 1.50 1.50 l.SO 100 100 1.69 1.69 1.69 100 100 

iia 5-ii5 lO.U 2b'» 5.0 10.b 1.06 0.9b 0.9b 0.9b 100 100 1.00 1.00 1.00 100 100 
lJt2 5-35 8.83 2b b.9 9.8 0.90 0.69 0.81 1.00 69 81 0.̂  0.69 0.56 100 122 
lii3 5-30 8.83 20 5.2 12.2 0.95 0.56 0.75 0.75 75 100 0.69 0.81 0.69 100 U8 
lUi 5-30 8.83 2b 1.6 3.3 0.29 1.12 1.12 1.12 100 100 0.31 0.38 1.19 26 32 
li»5 5-30 8.2b 20 7.2 11.7 1.25 1.12 1.25 1.19 95 105 1.19 1.19 1.19 100 100 

llt6 S-30 8.20 >2 b.3 6.6 0.75 0.38 0.69 1.38 27 so 0.81 0.88 1.31 62 67 
llt7 5-35 9.b3 21 3.5 7.8 0.69 O.bb 0.56 1.00 bb 56 O.50 0.81 1.00 50 81 

Avaraga 8.85 19 7.7 13.5 l.bO 0.97 1.13 1.18 Sbo 96« 1.12 1.2b 1.25 90« 99« 

•• dataralnad bjr alaotrleal •olatura aaUr alth 5/16 ln«b prongs 
b> aolstora eontant is graatar than 2lt paroant 
0- ealeulatad by dtrldlng tba avariga panatratton bjr tha avaraga sapaood dapth 



TABIS 19, Bateotiacui and paaatratloM is eoM̂ tirp* Oooclaa fir polaa In ebarfa 5» traatad tiia radacad 
praaaat* pneaa* '•ith a S pareaat aelstlao ot panUchlwoiihanOl. 
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UB b-35 9.h7 18 5.6 9.8 1.12 0.88 0.9b 1.12 78 83 l.bb 1.56 1.62 88 96 
lli9 5-35 8.79 20 3̂ TJ 0.79 OJUb 0.62 1.38 32 bS 0.62 0.81 0.8X 77 100 
ISO S-to 10U)3 17 3Ji 10.6 0.71 0.81 0.81 0.9b 87 87 0.88 0.88 0.9b 93 93 

151 i»-ti5 11.18 15 8a 20.8 1.89 0.88 1.00 1.25 70 80 0.50 1.00 1X0 50 100 
V2 ir  ̂ 10.66 16 5̂  9.3 1.17 1.06 1.12 1.12 9b 100 0.Q8 1.56 1.69 52 93 
153 it-SO 10.58 17 5JL 8.8 1.16 0.62 1.88 1.88 33 100 1.25 1.69 1.9b 6b 87 
15>i 9.55 2li 6.6 12.7 1.32 OJU 1.00 1.00 88 100 0.9b 1.19 1.19 79 100 
155 10.90 17 b.2 8.5 0.95 0.81 1.25 1.31 62 95 0.9b l.Ut 1.50 62 96 

156 1»-5S 11.78 22 3.7 9.2 0.91 0.56 0.69 1.00 56 69 0.69 1.C0 1.06 65 9b 
1ST l>-9 11.62 19 3.9 7.b 0.95 0.38 Uib 1.69 22 85 1X6 l.lib 1.50" 71 96 
158 5  ̂ 9.81 18 3.8 10.8 0.9b 0.25 0.38 1.00 25 38 0.56 0.56 1.75 32 32 
159 545 10.09 19 ii.8 10.5 1.02 0.56 0.88 1.19 b7 7b 0.88 1.06 l.tlb 61 7b 
l£0 10.7ii 17 5.8 10.1 1.32 1.19 1.38 1.38 86 100 0.88 1.19 56 76 

I6l IfSO 10.66 18 5.0 7.0 1.15 0.50 1.75 2.12 2b 82 0.69 1.06 2.12 32 50 
1&! loas 19 5A 9Ji las 0.U1 0.75 1.59 29 50 0.56 1.19 1.9b 29 61 
163 5-J«o 9.S? 20 3.6 8.2 0.73 0.56 0J9 0.88 6b 78 0.81 0.88 1.00 81 88 
16U 5-35 9J.1 18 I1.8 8.7 0.89 0.38 0.75 1U2 33 67 O.SO 0.81 1.06 b7 76 
165 $-3$ 8.99 17 3.2 7.5 0.59 O.SO 0.75 0.75 67 100 0.56 0.69 0.69 82 100 

166 5-35 8.59 17 6.3 10.2 lull 0.56 1.12 102 60 100 1X6 1.38 a.38 77 100 
167 5-35 8.63 IB 6.2 9Jt 1U2 0.$6 las 1.25 50 90 0.88 1.31 •1.31 67 100 
168 5-35 aailt 16 b.3 XUb 0.78 0.50 0.56 0.9b 

50 
60 o.ai 1.00 102 72 89 

169 5-lA 9.39 U 6d6 VLA 1.30 0.62 1.00 1.38 73 0.69 1.S0 1.75 39 86 
170 b-̂  10.86 19 1.6 b.8 0.37 0.50 0.9b 1X6 b7 88 1.25 1.31 1.31 95 100 

171 b-50 12Ji5 16 )>.2 10.1 lOl 0.56 0.9b 1.06 53 88 O.KI 1.31 1.31 62 100 

Avaraca 10.09 18 lt.8 9.7 0.98 0.62 0.99 1.23 srf* ai** o.eb 1.16 1.37 61*' 85" 

•- datanioad Igr alaetrleal aolatBra aatar idtb S/l6 inch proiica 
calcnlatad divtdiac tb» avaraca paoatratloa Igr tba araraca aapvood daptb 
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APPENDIX E 

Pent&ohlorophenol Oonoentratlono in Douglaa Fir Poles 



Table 20, Concenbrations of dzy petxtachlorophen<^ in groupa of Doaglaa fir polea 

Lb' of dry pentachloroiAenol per cu ft of aasQjle^ occurring in the zonea^ 

in group 0-i* i-i- i-i- O-i" i-i- 1̂" UU" 
Charge 1 

0.961 2, 3» Uf 5 1.230 1.023 0.599 0.284 1.121 0.961 0.729 0.524 
6, 7, 8, 9,10 1.209 1.059 0.768 0.594 1.204 1.085 0.778 0.368 

11,12,13,14,15 1.318 0.796 0.544 0.3  ̂ 1.U7 0.904 0.640 0.503 
16,17 A8,19,20 1.199 1.085 0Jt22 0.445 0.951 0.910 0.562 0.364 
21,22,23,24,25 1.194 0.992 0.612 0.330 1.168 1.023 0.543 0.213 
26,27,28,29,30 i.oeo 0.904 0Jt2B 0J>92 1.111 1.Q33 0.797 0.688 
31,32,33 1.189 1.016 0.614 0.762 1.111 0.956 0.575 0J^58 

Charge 2 
1.068 0.576 34i35,36,37,38,39 1.326 1.098 0.646 0.517 1.223 1.068 0.728 0.576 

40,41,42,43,44 1.039 0.806 0J^72 0.388 1.163 0.915 0.754 
45i46,47,48 1.105 0.808 0.599 0.620 1.182 0.982 0.672 0.747 
49,50,51,52,53 0.966 0.863 0.626 0.443 1.147 0.966 0.668 0^506 
55i56,57,58,175 1.065 0.641 0.459 0.336 0.961 0.832 0.523 0:51  ̂
59,60,a,62 1.066 0.988 0.663 0.207 1.105 1.040 0.520 0.217 

Charge 3 
0.261 65,66,67,68,69 1.220 0.749 0.326 0.191 1.323 1.018 0.591 0.261 

70,71,72,73,74 1J^99 I.OIB 0,662 0.689 1.509 1.199 0.749 0J!»89 
75,76,77,78,79 1.220 1.059 0.630 0.399 IJ^ 1.168 0.853 0.620 
80^81,84,85,86 1.090 0.734 0.505 0.504 1.059 0.918 0.648 0.756 
87,88,90,91,92 1.163 0.919 0A91 OJK39 0.842 0.506 0.540 0.565 
63,64,82,83,89,96 1.365 0.762 0Ji35 0.226 1J^56 1.060 0.612 0.189 
93,94,95,97,98,99 1.370 0.840 0.695 0.701 1.064 0.827 0J^S9 0.491 

a- Weighted average, calculated bj dividing total pounds of dry pentachlorophenol in zone by 
total volume of irood in zone analyzed 

b- No untreated sapnood nor any heartvood was analyzed 
c- Measured from surface of poles inxard 



Table 20. (Continued) 

Lb* of diy pentaehlorophenol per cu ft of aanple  ̂ oceurring in the 8onea° 
Nuinbera of polea noo-incised addpoint ineiwd gromijQLine 

in group 0-4" U- i-1" l̂ i" O-t" 1̂" 

Char̂  4 
0.650 119,120,121,122,124 1.256 1.347 0.927 0.650 1.209 1.096 0.775 0,370 

125,131,133,135,136 1.147 1.018 0.520 0.212 1.173 1.028 0.620 0.322 
137,136,139̂ 142,143 1.276 0.832 0.354 0.078 1.121 0.884 0.533 0.827 
li»4,145,146,147,141 0.961 0.786 0.533 0.620 1.028 0,729 0.557 0.620 
100,101̂ 105,106,113,114 1.137 1.006 0.622 0.521 1.025 1.068 0.890 0.573 
315,126,127,134,140 1.266 1.0t9 0.581 0.505 1.282 1.245 0.843 0.656 
102,103,104̂ 109,110 1.406 1.023 0,60k 0.327 IJtll 1.173 0.677 o.a3 
111,112,116,117,118 1.328 1.085 0.7$3 0.672 1.380 1.137 0.716 0.716 

Charge 5 
348,349,150,151,152 1.080 0.574 0.220 0.074 1̂ .78 0.853 0.318 0.297 
153,154,155,156il57 0.858 0Ja9 0.319 0.048 1.075 1.03̂  0Ja3 0.171 
158,159,160,161,162 0.951 0.615 0.267 0.123 0.992 0.775 0.514 0.199 
163,164,165,166,167 0.894 0J!»60 0.231 0.28t̂  1.070 0.687 0.276 0.071 
168,169,170,171 1.163 0.872 0.369 0.103 1.176 1.324 0.481 0.126 

a> Wei^ted average, calculated \>y dividing total pounds of dry pentaehlorophenol in zone bgr total 
voluoe of Hood In zone analyzed 

b- No tmtreated aapnood nor an7 heartirood was analyzed 
c- Ueasured from the surface of poles iinrard 


